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Introduction
Let k be a reductive Lie algebra and k = n− ⊕ h ⊕ n+ its Gauss decomposition. Any irreducible
k-module is generated by the action of the nilpotent subalgebra n− of k on a highest weight vector
and the space of highest weight vectors, that is, vectors annihilated by n+, is one-dimensional. Let
now g be a Lie algebra whose representations we want to understand. Assume that g contains k and
the adjoint action of k on g is completely reducible. Any finite-dimensional irreducible g-module
M is a direct sum of irreducible k-modules. It follows that M is generated by the action of n−
on the space Vn+(M) = {v ∈ M| n+v = 0} of highest weight vectors for k. J. Mickelsson [M]
introduced the algebra S(g, k), which was later called Mickelsson algebra, which acts irreducibly
on the space Vn+(M). In general, the algebra S(g, k) is not finitely generated. However, after
passing to the field of fractions of U(h), we obtain the algebra Z(g, k), called reduction algebra,
whose structure is more transparent . The algebra Z(g, k) was later described as a localization of
the double coset space
n−U(g) \ U(g)
/
U(g)n+ ,
equipped with the associative multiplication defined with the help of the “extremal projector” of
k, introduced by Asherova-Smirnov-Tolstoy [AST]. One may work with smaller rings of fractions
than the entire field of fractions of U(h). There is minimal localization, see details in Section 1.1,
which will be denoted Rgk and also called reduction algebra. The reduction algebra can be defined
in a more general situation, for an associative algebra A instead of U(g); we then denote it by RAk .
In this thesis, we study the properties and generalizations of the algebra Diffh(n,N), the
reduction algebra of WnN ⊗ U(gln) with respect to the diagonal embedding of U(gln), where
WnN is the Weyl algebra in nN variables. The algebra Diffh(n,N) plays an important role in
the theory of diagonal reduction algebras (we refer to [KO2, KO3, KO5, KO6] for generalities on
diagonal reduction algebras). Similarly to the ring of q-differential operators [WZ], the algebra
Diffh(n,N) can be described in the R-matrix formalism. The R-matrix, needed here, is a solution
of the so-called dynamical Yang–Baxter equation.
Let h be a finite dimensional abelian Lie algebra and V a semi-simple h-module. A (meromor-
phic) map Rˆ : h? → End(V ⊗ V ) satisfies the dynamical Yang-Baxter equation if
Rˆ12(λ)Rˆ23(λ− h1)Rˆ12(λ) = Rˆ23(λ− h1)Rˆ12(λ)Rˆ23(λ− h1) ,
where Rˆ12 = 1⊗ Rˆ and Rˆ23 = Rˆ⊗ 1. The operator Rˆ23(λ− h1) is defined by
Rˆ23(λ− h1)v1 ⊗ v2 ⊗ v3 = v1 ⊗
(
Rˆ(λ− µ1)v2 ⊗ v3
)
where µ1 ∈ h? is the weight of v1 (we refer to [F, GN, ES] for different aspects of the dynamical
Yang–Baxter equation and its solutions). The Yang–Baxter equation appears as a consistency
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condition for some 1 + 1 dimensional quantum systems, in the theory of integrable models etc.
The R-matrices gives rise to different quadratic algebras [Ka, Ma, CP].
The rings of differential operators on q-spaces are quadratic algebras see [WZ]. They have
applications in the q-differential calculus, construction of q-Minkowski space etc (see [SWZ, SWZ2,
OSWZ, OZ, O]). These rings result from the pairing of two quantum planes. In a similar fashion,
the ring Diffh(n,N) results from the pairing of two h-deformed spaces. It turns out that the result
is surprisingly different from that for q-deformed vector spaces and the pairing is not unique.
Contents of the thesis. Chapter 1 is the introduction to the theory of reduction algebras.
In Section 1.1 we give the initial definition of reduction algebras. Sections 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 are
devoted to the extremal projector and the alternative definition of reduction algebras. In Section
1.5 we discuss two examples of reduction algebras.
In Chapters 2–5, mainly based on [HO1, HO2], we present the results of this thesis. In
Chapter 2 we describe the center of Diffh(n) := Diffh(n, 1) and construct an isomorphism between
certain localizations of Diffh(n) and the Weyl algebra Wn extended by n indeterminates. In
Chapter 3 we define and study general consistent pairings of h-deformed coordinate rings. The
consistency condition leads to an over-determined system of finite-difference equations. We give
the general solution of the system. The resulting algebras Diffh,σ(n) are labeled by a certain
“potential” σ in a localization of U(h). In Chapter 4 we generalize the results of Chapter
2 to the rings Diffh,σ(n) and initiate the representation theory of Diffh,σ(n). In Chapter 5 we
show that Diffh(n,N) is an essentially unique algeba realizing the pairing of h-deformed spaces
if N > 1. We describe the subspace of quadratic central elements of Diffh(n,N) and present an
action of the symmetric group Sn on the ring Diffh(n,N) and on the diagonal reduction algebra
D(gln), generalizing the formulas for Diffh(n).
A possible continuation of our work is the study of the finite dimensional Diffh,σ(n)-modules
and a generalization of results of Chapter 2 to Diffh(n,N), N > 1.
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Chapter 1
Reduction algebras
In Section 1.1 we introduce the step algebra, as well as the Mickelsson and reduction algebras
of a Lie algebra g with respect to its reductive Lie subalgebra k and motivate their study. The
original definition 1.6 does not provide an efficient way to work with reduction algebras. However
the reduction algebra Rgk can be defined differently, with the help of the extremal projector, see
[AST, AST2, Zh3]. This description is useful in applications.
In Sections 1.2 and 1.3 we explain the existence of the extremal projector with the use of
the universal Verma module Mn+ := U(k)/U(k)n+. We prove its uniqueness and give its factorized
form. In Section 1.4 we define the reduction algebra and Zhelobenko automorphisms. The
material of Sections 1.2 and 1.3 is based on [M, Hom1, Hom2, Zh3, KO1].
In Section 1.5, we discuss two examples of reduction algebras. The first one is Rgl3gl2 ; we work
out the details explicitly employing the extremal projector. The second example is the reduction
algebra Diffh(n,N) of the tensor product WnN ⊗ U(gln), where WnN is the Weyl algebra, with
respect to the diagonal embedding of U(gln). Here we choose to use the particular properties of
the reduction algebras minimizing the direct calculations with the extremal projector. The algebra
Diffh(n,N) and its generalizations are studied in Chapters 2-5.
We assume some knowledge on Lie algebras and refer to the books [Hum], [Se] and [J].
Notation
• Z is the set of integers : . . . ,−2,−1, 0, 1, 2, . . .
• Z≥0 is the set of non-negative integers : 0, 1, 2, . . .
• N is the set of natural numbers : 1, 2, . . .
• C is the field of complex numbers.
• K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
• The entries of the product of matrices: (AB)ij =
∑
aA
i
aB
a
j .
• At is the transpose of A.
• Sn is the symmetric group on n letters. The symbol si stands for the transposition (i, i+ 1).
• The symbol ⊗, if not otherwise specified, stands for the tensor product over C.
Background in Lie algebra theory
The universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra. Let g be a complex Lie algebra and
U(g) its universal enveloping algebra. The diagonal map g −→ g⊕ g, a 7−→ (a, a), extends to the
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embedding of enveloping algebras U(g) −→ U(g)⊗ U(g), also called diagonal.
Theorem 1.1. (The Poincare´−Birkhoff−Witt theorem) Let g1, . . . , gm be a basis of a Lie algebra
g. The elements
gk11 . . . g
km
m , (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Zm≥0 , (1.1)
form a basis of U(g).
Definition 1.2. (The PBW property) Let R be a ring over a commutative C-ring U . The ring
R is said to have the PBW property with respect to a family of elements r1, . . . , rm ∈ R if the
monomials
rk11 . . . r
km
m , (k1, . . . , km) ∈ Zm≥0 ,
form a U -basis of R.
Reductive Lie algebras. Let k be a complex finite-dimensional reductive Lie algebra. The
word “reductive” means that the adjoint action of k is completely reducible. A reductive Lie
algebra is a direct sum of a semisimple Lie algebra and an abelian Lie algebra. We fix a triangular
decomposition of k,
k = n+ ⊕ h⊕ n− . (1.2)
Here h is the Cartan subalgebra and n+, n− are two opposite nilpotent Lie subalgebras. Let
b− = n− ⊕ h and b+ = n+ ⊕ h , (1.3)
be the corresponding Borel subalgebras of k.
Let ∆ be the set of roots, ∆+ the subset of positive roots and Π the set of simple roots. Let
kα := {x ∈ k : [h, x] = α(h)x , ∀h ∈ h}
be the subspace corresponding to the root α. We have
n− =
⊕
α∈∆+
k−α and n+ =
⊕
α∈∆+
kα .
We choose a basis (eα, e−α) in kα ⊕ k−α such that the elements (eα, hα, e−α), where hα := [eα, e−α]
is a coroot corresponding to α, form an sl2-triple, that is [hα, e±α] = ±2e±α.
We define the Chevalley anti-involution  of k by
(eα) = e−α , (e−α) = eα , α ∈ ∆ , and (h) = h , h ∈ h. (1.4)
A linear order ≺ on the set ∆+h of positive roots of g is said to be convex if for any α, β ∈ ∆+h (g),
α ≺ β, such that α + β ∈ ∆+h we have
α ≺ β =⇒ α ≺ α + β ≺ β . (1.5)
A positive part of the root system of any reductive Lie algebra admits a convex order.
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Weyl group. Let Π = {α1, . . . , αn} and (aij)1≤i,j≤n the Cartan matrix of k.. The Weyl group
W of k is generated by the simple reflections σi corresponding to the roots αi. The reflections
σ1, . . . , σn satisfy the following braid relations
σiσjσi . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij
= σjσiσj . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij
, i 6= j , (1.6)
where mij = 2 if aij = 0; mij = 3 if ajiaij = 1; mij = 4 if ajiaij = 2; mij = 6 if ajiaij = 3.
For any α ∈ ∆, we define a map Tα from k to k by
Tα = exp(adeα) ◦ exp(−ade−α) ◦ exp(adeα) . (1.7)
The restriction of Tα on h coincides with the action of W on h. We denote by the same symbol
the extension of the automorphism Tα to U(k).
Let Ti := Tαi , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The maps Ti’s satisfy the same braid relations (1.6) as the σi’s.
1.1 Origins
Let g and k be finite dimensional complex Lie algebras. Let k ⊂ g such that the adjoint action of
k in g is completely reducible. We say that k is reductive in g. In particular, k is a reductive Lie
algebra and admits a triangular decomposition (1.2).
Definition 1.3. For a set I ⊂ U(g), the right normalizer of I is N(I) = {a ∈ U(g) : Ia ⊂ I}.
1.1.1 Motivation
Let M be a finite dimensional g-module, completely reducible as a k-module. Then the latter
is fully characterized by the space of highest weight vectors Vn+(M). We want to restore the
g-module M from the space Vn+(M) := {v ∈M : n+.v = 0} equipped with some extra structure.
This was done by J. Mickelsson [M] who defined the step algebra of g with respect to k. We use
a simplified version of the step algebra which we call Mickelsson algebra. It acts on the space
Vn+(M). This section is essentially based on [M], [Hom1], [Hom2] and [Zh3].
1.1.2 Definition of Mickelsson algebra
An element x ∈ U(g) stabilizes Vn+(M) if x.Vn+(M) ⊂ Vn+(M). Any element x ∈ N(U(g)n+)
stabilizes Vn+(M). This motivates the following definition.
Definition 1.4. The Mickelsson algebra S(g, k) is defined by
S(g, k) := N(U(g)n+)
/
U(g)n+ .
In his paper [M], Mickelsson considered k to be semisimple. However, we see from Definition
1.4 that S(g, k) = S(g, k′) with k = k′ ⊕ a, a the center of k.
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Proposition ([Hom2]). If M is an irreducible g-module then S(g, k)v = Vn+(M) for all v ∈
Vn+(M) \ {0}.
We are now interested in the generating sets of elements of S(g, k).
We can see that the subalgebra U(h) of U(g) is embedded in the quotient S(g, k). We will use
the same notation U(h) for its image in S(g, k).
Let p be an adk-invariant complement to k in g. Let g1, . . . , gB be a “weight” basis of p, that
is, [h, gi] = βi(h)gi with (h, βi) ∈ h × h?, i = 1, . . . , B. For any i = 1, . . . , B there exist elements
si ∈ N(U(g)n+) such that si ≡ figi mod n−U(g) with fi ∈ U(h). The image of such si in S(g, k),
denoted by the same letter si, is called an elementary step. Elementary steps generate the step
algebra, which is a subalgebra of S(g, k), and verify the following property.
Proposition 1.5. For any element x ∈ S(g, k), there exists f ∈ U(h) such that fx is a linear
combination over U(h) of the monomials
sk11 . . . s
kB
B , (k1, . . . , kB) ∈ ZB≥0 .
This property can be seen as a “weak PBW theorem” in S(g, k). Therefore, one can ask if there
exists a localization of S(g, k) satisfying the PBW property. The first intention is to pass to the
field of fractions U′(h) of U(h). Define the corresponding localizations of U(k) and U(g),
U′(k) = U(k)⊗U(h) U′(h) and U′(g) = U(g)⊗U(h) U′(h) .
Definition 1.6. The reduction algebra Z(g, k) is the following extension of the Mickelsson algebra
S(g, k):
Z(g, k) = N(U′(g)n+)
/
U′(g)n+ .
The reduction algebra Z(g, k) is actually a localization of its associated step algebra and of the
algebra S(g, k).
Proposition 1.7. We have
Z(g, k) = S(g, k)⊗U(h) U′(h) . (1.8)
By Proposition 1.5, we can see that the localisation (1.8) implies that any reduction algebra
Z(g, k) satisfies the PBW property (see [Zh3] for details).
One can ask if there exist other localizations of S(g, k) which also have the PBW property.
The answer is yes and there is a minimal localization, by a multiplicative subset of U(h) generated
by the elements (hα + k) with k ∈ Z and α ∈ ∆. The localization of the algebra S(g, k) by this
multiplicative set is denoted Rgk . In the sequel we mainly work with this localization.
1.2 Endomorphism spaces
1.2.1 Weyl algebra Wn
Let Wn be the Weyl algebra of rank n, the algebra with generators X
j, Dj, j = 1, . . . , n and the
defining relations
X iXj = XjX i , DiDj = DjDi , DiX
j = δji +X
jDi , i, j = 1, . . . , n .
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The Weyl algebra satisfies the PBW property. The algebra Wn is the algebra of polynomial differ-
ential operators on the ring K[X1, . . . , Xn] and we have the natural isomorphism M := Wn/I '
K[X1, . . . , Xn] of Wn-modules. Here I is the left ideal generated by the elements D1, . . . , Dn.
The algebra End(M) can be described as Fn = K[X1, . . . , Xn][[D1, . . . , Dn]], the algebra of formal
power series of the form∑
k∈Zn≥0
fkD
k1
1 . . . D
kn
n , fk ∈ K[X1, . . . , Xn] for all k = (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn≥0 . (1.9)
Set deg
(
(X1)k1 . . . (Xn)kn
)
:= k1 + · · · + kn. Let M = ⊕d∈Z≥0Md be the corresponding decompo-
sition of M into the direct sum of homogeneous components. An endomorphism ψ ∈ End(M) is
said to be bounded if there exists m ∈ Z≥0 such that ψ(p) ∈ ⊕d+mj=d−mMj for all p ∈ Md, d ∈ Z≥0.
Let F˜n denote the subalgebra of Fn consisting of all bounded endomorphisms. For d ∈ Z, let F˜n,d
be the subspace of Fn of elements of the form (1.9) such that deg(fk) = d+ (
∑
i ki). Then
F˜n =
⊕
d∈Z
F˜n,d . (1.10)
Vacuum projector. For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, let
Pi =
∑
k∈Z≥0
(−1)k
k!
(X i)k(Di)
k ∈ F˜n,0 .
We have PiX
i = DiPi = 0. Therefore PX
i = DiP = 0, i = 1, . . . , n, for the product P =
∏n
i=1 Pi.
The endomorphism P projects in K[X1, . . . , Xn] on K along the ideal generated by X1, . . . , Xn.
The element P is called the vacuum projector of the Weyl algebra Wn (see 14.9 of [Zh2]).
1.2.2 Endomorphism space of universal Verma module
In this section we describe a similar construction for a reductive Lie algebra k.
Let U¯(h) be the localization of U(h) with respect to the multiplicative set S generated by the
elements of the form
hα + k , α ∈ ∆+ , k ∈ Z . (1.11)
Let U¯(k) be the corresponding localization of U(k) :
U¯(k) = U(k)⊗U(h) U¯(h) . (1.12)
The localization M¯n+ of the universal Verma module Mn+ is defined by
M¯n+ := U¯(k)
/
U¯(k)n+ .
The PBW theorem implies the folowing isomorphism of U¯(k)-modules:
M¯n+ ' U¯(b−) := U(b−)⊗U(h) U¯(h) . (1.13)
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The ring U¯(k) is naturally a U¯(h)-bimodule. Let e+(r) = e
r1
α1
. . . erLαL and e−(r) = (e+(r)), r =
(r1, . . . , rL) ∈ ZL≥0. Here ∆+ = {α1, . . . , αL} is the set of positive roots. The PBW theorem implies
that the elements
e−(r)e+(s) , r, s ∈ ZL≥0 (1.14)
form a basis of U¯(k) considered as a one-sided U¯(h)-module.
The analogue Fn+ of the algebra Fn is formed by elements
∑
s∈ZL≥0 fse+(s) with fs ∈ U¯(b−).
For any d ∈ Z, let F˜n+,d be the subspace of Fn+ of elements of the form∑
fr,se−(r)e+(s) , (1.15)
with
∑
i(si − ri) = d. The subalgebra F˜n+ ⊂ Fn+ , analogous to F˜n, is
F˜n+ =
⊕
d∈Z
F˜n+,d .
The algebra F˜n+ is called the Taylor extension of U¯(k). Let F˜
0
n+
⊂ F˜n+ be the subalgebra of elements
of the form (1.15) with r = s. Let E0n+ ⊂ End(M¯n+) be the subalgebra of endomorphisms ψ such
that ψ(ha) = hψ(a), (h, a) ∈ h× M¯n+ . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1 of [Zh3], one can prove
the isomorphism of algebras
F˜
0
n+
' E0n+ . (1.16)
Theorem 1 of [Zh3] is proved over the field of fractions of U(h). Going through the proof of
Theorem 1 of [Zh3], one can see that it is not necessary. The elements of U(h) which have to be
inverted (to prove the theorem) are the coefficients s(e−(r), e−(s)) for r, s ∈ Zn≥0 where s is the
Shapovalov form fo k. We know from part 2 of [Sha] that these coefficients are products of elements
of the form (1.11).
1.3 Extremal projector
The extremal projectors of reductive Lie algebras are widely used in the representation theory of
Lie algebras, see [T] for a survey. In this section we give the definition of the extremal projector,
verify its existence, uniqueness and write down a certain factorization.
1.3.1 Definition
Theorem 1.8. There exists a unique element P ∈ F˜n+ , called the extremal projector of k, which
satisfies
P 2 = P , (P ) = P ,
where  is the Chevalley anti-involution (1.4), and
P n− = n+ P = 0 , (1.17)
P ≡ 1 mod F˜n+n+ and P ≡ 1 mod n−F˜n+ . (1.18)
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Proof. This is due to the isomorphism (1.16). Let P be the projector of M¯n+ on U¯(h) along the
U¯(h)-submodule n−U¯(k). So P ∈ E0n+ = F˜
0
n+
, P 2 = P and Pn− = 0. Since for any (e+, a) ∈
n+ × M¯n+ we have e+Pa = 0, it implies that e+P = 0 and so n+P = 0. The first property of
(1.18) is checked by projection of 1 in M¯n+ . The element (P ) ∈ F˜n+ satisfies (1.17) and the second
property of (1.18) so (P ) = P(P ) = P . This implies that P satisfies the second property of
(1.18) and of course that (P ) = P . Clearly, P is uniquely defined.
1.3.2 sl2-triple
Definition 1.9. For any α ∈ ∆+ and t ∈ Z, we define the element
Pα(t) =
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k
k!
1
fα,k(t)
ek−αe
k
α (1.19)
of F˜n+ with fα,0(t) = 1 and fα,k(t) =
∏k
l=1(hα + t+ l) for all k ∈ N.
One can verify that eαPα(t) =
t−1
hα+t−1Pα(t−1)eα. Clearly, (Pα) = Pα, where  is the Chevalley
anti-involution (1.4), and and Pα ∈ F˜0n+ , so Pα(t)e−α = t−1hα+t+1e−αPα(t − 1). It implies that
eαPα(1) = Pα(1)e−α = 0, Pα(1) ≡ 1 mod F˜n+eα and Pα(1) ≡ 1 mod e−αF˜n+ . The uniqueness
implies the following proposition.
Proposition 1.10. For any α ∈ ∆+, the element Pα(1) ∈ F˜n+ defined in (1.9) is the extremal
projector of the subalgebra of k generated by {e−α, hα, eα}.
1.3.3 Factorization
Let ρ be the half sum of the positive roots of k : ρ =
1
2
∑
α∈∆+
α.
Proposition 1.11. [AST] The extremal projector P of k admits the factorization in the ordered
product:
P =
L∏
i=1
Pαi(ρ(hα)) , (1.20)
for any choice of convex order {α1, . . . , αL} on ∆+.
1.4 Uses of extremal projector
The extremal projector is extensively used in the theory of reduction algebras. It allows to give
alternative definitions of the Mickelsson algebras 1.6 and to describe them in terms of generators
and relations.
Assume that k is a Lie subalgebra of a finite-dimensional Lie algebra g and the adjoint action
of k is semisimple on g. The algebra U¯(k) is a free left U¯(h)-module with a U¯(h)-basis given by the
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monomials (1.14). Let p be as in Section 1.1.2. Let U¯(g) be the localization of U(k) with respect
to the set of denominators (1.11). The algebra U¯(g) is a free left U¯(k)-module with a U¯(k)-basis
gk11 . . . g
kB
B , (k1, . . . , kB) ∈ ZB≥0 . (1.21)
1.4.1 Double coset algebra
Definition 1.12. Let Rgk be the double coset space n−U¯(g) \ U¯(g)
/
U¯(g)n+ equipped with the
product a˜  b˜ = aPb mod n−U¯(g) + U¯(g)n+ for representatives a, b of the cosets a˜, b˜ ∈ Rgk .
We give without proof several remarks, see [Zh1, Zh3, Kh, KO1]. The product  is well defined
due to the local nilpotency of the adjoint action of n+ on U(g). In the sequel we often denote
the image of an element a in the double coset algebra by the same letter a. The algebra Rgk is
isomorphic to the localized algebra S(g, k)⊗U(h) U¯(h). The reduction algebra Rgk is generated over
U¯(h) by the images of the elements g1, . . . , gB. These generators satisfy ordering relations
gi  gj =
∑
k<l
fklij gk  gl +
∑
k
fkij gk + fij , i > j , fklij, fkij, fij ∈ U¯(h) .
The double coset algebra RAk can be defined in a more general situation, for an associative
algebra A containing U(k). The algebra A must satisfy some conditions with respect to k: the so
called k-admissibility of A and the local highest weight condition.
1.4.2 Zhelobenko automorphisms
The algebra RAk admits the action of Zhelobenko automorphisms. For details see [Zh3], [KO1].
Definition 1.13. For any αi ∈ Π and x ∈ A let
qi(x) =
∑
k≥0
(−1)k
k!
adkeαi (x)e−αi
1
fαi,k
, where fαi,k =
k∏
l=1
(hαi − l + 1) ,
and, see (1.7), qˇi = qi ◦ Ti.
The operators qˇi descend to automorphisms of RAk and satisfy the braid relations, see (1.6),
qˇiqˇj qˇi . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij
= qˇj qˇiqˇj . . .︸ ︷︷ ︸
mij
, i 6= j . (1.22)
1.5 Examples of reduction algebras
This section illustrates the machinery of reduction algebras.
Let eij, i, j = 1, . . . , n be the standard generators of the Lie algebra gln = gln(C),
[eij, ekl] = δkjeil − δilekj , i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , n .
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In the first example, we construct “by hand” the reduction algebra of gl3 with respect to gl2,
working explicitly with the extremal projector. The second example is the algebra of h-deformed
differential operators Diffh(n,N), the reduction algebra of the tensor product Diff(n,N)⊗ U(gln)
with respect to the diagonal embedding of U(gln). Here Diff(n,N) is the algebra of polynomial
differential operators in nN variables.
1.5.1 Reduction algebra of gl3 with respect to gl2
We use the following notation (its meaning will be explained in Section 3) for generators of gl3
x1 = e13 , x
2 = e23 , e = e12 , ∂1 = e31 , ∂2 = e32 , f = e21 , h1 = e11 , h2 = e22 , h3 = e33 .
We denote also: hij = hi − hj, i, j = 1, 2, 3, n− = Cf , h = Ch12 and n+ = Ce. We describe the
reduction algebra Rgl3gl2 with gl2 generated by e, f and h = h12. The algebra R
gl3
gl2
is generated by
h3, x
1, x2, ∂1, ∂2 over U¯(h). The symbol :a : stands for the image of a ∈ U¯(gl3) in the quotient by
U¯(gl3)n+ + n−U¯(gl3). The products a  b = aPb, (a, b) ∈ {x1, x2, ∂1, ∂2}2 are given by
x2  x1 =: x1x2 : , x1  x2 = h+ 2
h+ 1
: x1x2 : ,
∂2  ∂1 = h+ 2
h+ 1
: ∂1∂2 : , ∂1  ∂2 =: ∂1∂2 : ,
x2  ∂1 =: ∂1x2 := ∂1  x2 , x1  ∂2 =: ∂2x1 := ∂2  x1 ,
x2  ∂2 =: ∂2x2 : +h23 , ∂2  x2 =: ∂2x2 : − 1
h+ 1
: ∂1x
1 : ,
x1  ∂1 =: ∂1x1 : − 1
h+ 1
: ∂2x
2 : +
h
h+ 1
(h13 + 1) , ∂1  x1 =: ∂1x1 : .
(1.23)
For instance, we compute the second relation in the first line of (1.23):
x1  x2 =: x1Px2 :=: x1
(
1− 1
h+ 2
fe+ . . .
)
x2 :=: x1x2 : − 1
h+ 1
: x1fex2 :
=: x1x2 : − 1
h+ 1
: [x1, f ][e, x2] :=: x1x2 : +
1
h+ 1
: x2x1 :=
h+ 2
h+ 1
: x1x2 : .
The relations in the three first lines of (1.23) lead to
x1  x2 = h+ 1
h+ 2
x2  x1 , ∂1  ∂2 = h+ 2
h+ 1
∂2  ∂1 , x1  ∂2 = ∂2  x1 , x2  ∂1 = ∂1  x2 .
The relations two last lines of (1.23) form a linear system. It follows that
x1  ∂1 = h(h+ 2)
(h+ 1)2
∂1  x1 − 1
h+ 1
∂2  x2 + h
h+ 1
(h13 + 1) ,
x2  ∂2 = 1
h+ 1
∂1  x1 + ∂2  x2 + h23 .
The remaining relations are directly inherited from the weight relations in U(gl3):
xi  hj = (hj − δij)  xi , ∂i  hj = (hj + δij)  ∂i , hi  hj = hj  hi , i, j = 1, 2,
h3  xi = xi  (h3 − 1) , h3  ∂i = xi  (h3 + 1) , h3  hi = hi  h3 , i = 1, 2.
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1.5.2 Reduction algebra Diffh(n,N)
Let h be the Cartan subalgebra of gln generated by the elements hi = eii, i = 1, . . . , n. We denote
h˜i := hi − i and h˜ij := h˜i − h˜j, i, j = 1, . . . , n. We write U(n) and U¯(n) instead of U(h) and
U(h), see Section 1.2.2. Let Diff(n,N) be the algebra of polynomial differential operators in nN
variables. It is generated by elements xiα and ∂iα, i = 1 . . . , n, α = 1, . . . , N with relations
[xiα, xjβ] = [∂iα, ∂jβ] = 0 and [∂iα, x
jβ] = δji δ
β
α . (1.24)
We describe the reduction algebra Diffh(n,N) := RAgln of the algebra A := Diff(n,N) ⊗ U(gln)
with respect to the diagonally embedded U(gln)→ Diff(n,N)⊗ U(gln),
eij 7→ ψ′(eij) := ψ(eij)⊗ 1 + 1⊗ eij , where ψ(eij) :=
N∑
α=1
xiα∂jα , i, j = 1, . . . , n . (1.25)
We consider the Cartan decomposition gln = n− ⊕ h⊕ n+ with
n− =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Ceji and n+ =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
Ceij .
Over U¯(n), the generators of Diffh(n,N) are x
iα ⊗ 1 and ∂iα ⊗ 1, which we denote by xiα and ∂iα
as well. In the sequel we sometimes omit the symbol  for the product in RAgln .
Zhelobenko automorphisms. The action of the Zhelobenko operators qˇi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1 (see
Definition 1.13) is given by (see [KO5])
qˇi(x
iα) = −xi+1,α h˜i,i+1
h˜i,i+1 − 1
, qˇi(x
i+1,α) = xiα , qˇi(x
jα) = xjα , j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
qˇi(∂iα) = ∂i+1,α
h˜i,i+1
h˜i,i+1 − 1
, qˇi(∂i+1,α) = −∂iα , qˇi(∂jα) = ∂jα , j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
qˇi(h˜j) = h˜si(j) .
(1.26)
Chevalley anti-involution. We extend the Chevalley anti-involution of U(gln) to A by
(xiα) = ∂iα , (∂iα) = x
iα . (1.27)
Since (P ) = P , the anti-involution  induces an anti-involution of Diffh(n,N).
Defining relations. In Diff(n,N) we have the weight relations
xjαh˜i = (h˜i − δji )xjα , ∂jαh˜i = (h˜i + δji)∂jα , i, j = 1, . . . , n . (1.28)
Relations between x’s and between ∂’s. The element x1α is a highest weight vector,
[ψ′(ers), x1α] = 0 , 1 ≤ r < s ≤ n . (1.29)
It follows that x1αx1β =: x1βx1α := x1βx1α. Applying the automorphisms qˇi, we obtain x
iαxiβ =:
xiβxiα := xiβxiα. Due to (1.20), we have x1αx2β =: x1αPx2β :=: x1αP12x
2β : where P12 is the
extremal projector of the sl2-subalgebra {e12, e21, h12}. As in Section 1.5.1, we find
x2αx1β = x1βx2α − 1
h˜12
x2βx1α .
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Applying the Zhelobenko automorphisms, we get
xjαxiβ = xiβxjα − 1
h˜ij
xjβxiα , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n . (1.30)
Using the equation (1.30) and its image under the permutation of α and β, we find
xiαxjβ =
h˜2ij − 1
h˜2ij
xjβxiα +
1
h˜ij
xiβxjα , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n . (1.31)
We rewrite (1.30) and (1.31) in the matrix form
xiαxjβ =
∑
k,l
Rˆ
ij
klx
kβxlα . (1.32)
The meaning of the matrix Rˆ will be explained in Section 2. Applying  to (1.32), we get
∂jα∂iβ =
∑
k,l
∂lβ∂kαRˆ
ij
kl . (1.33)
Relations between x’s and ∂’s. Due to the structure of the extremal projector P , xiα  ∂jβ =
Aikjl : x
lα∂kβ :, where A
ik
jl ∈ U¯(n), Aijji = 1 and Aikjl = 0 if l < i or j > k. So the transition matrix
from : xlα∂kβ :’s to x
iα  ∂jβ’s (similarly, from : ∂kαxlβ :’s to ∂jα  xiβ’s) is triangular with ones on
the diagonal. Hence the defining relations between the generators x and ∂ have the form
xiα∂jβ =
∑
k,l
Sˆkilj ∂kβx
lα − δijδαβσiα , Sˆkilj , σiα ∈ U¯(h) . (1.34)
The constant term in the right hand side is due to the structure of relations (1.24).
The ring Diffh(n,N) has the PBW property over U¯(h) with respect to the set of generators
xlα, ∂kβ, see [KO4]. The PBW property is sufficient for the determination of Sˆ if N > 1. Indeed,
reordering the monomial xiαxjβ∂kβ, α 6= β, in two ways, we get the system∑
a,b
RˆijabSˆ
ab
ckσaβ = δ
i
cδ
j
kσjβ|hl→hl−δli,l=1,...,n , i, j, c, k = 1, . . . , n . (1.35)
This system uniquely defines Sˆ if Rˆ is invertible and σaβ are non-zero. However, for N = 1, one
cannot determine Sˆ using just the PBW property(Rˆ also cannot be determined for N = 1). The
explicit calculation with the projector shows that for N = 1 the system (1.35) is still valid.
Conclusion. The ring Diffh(n,N) is generated over U¯(n) by the elements x
iα, ∂¯iα with the defining
commutation relations (1.28), (1.32), (1.33) and (1.34).
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Chapter 2
h-deformed differential operators
The ring Diffh(n,N), discussed in Section 1.5, is formed by N copies of the ring Diffh(n) =
Diffh(n, 1). In this chapter we investigate the structure of the ring Diffh(n). We recall its definition
in Section 2.1. Our first result is the description of the center of Diffh(n): it is a ring of polynomials
in n generators.
The ring Diffh(n) is a Noetherian Ore domain, see [KO4]. It is natural to investigate its rings
of fractions and test the validity of the Gelfand–Kirillov-like conjecture [GK] as it is done for the
ring of q-differential operators in [O]. The second result of this chapter consists in a construction
of an isomorphism between certain localizations of Diffh(n) and the Weyl algebra Wn extended by
n indeterminates.
Notation. Let h(n) be the abelian Lie algebra with generators h˜i, i = 1, . . . , n, and U(n) its
universal enveloping algebra. Set h˜ij = h˜i − h˜j ∈ h(n). We define U¯(n) to be the ring of fractions
of the commutative ring U(n) with respect to the multiplicative set of denominators, generated by
the elements (h˜ij + k)
−1, k ∈ Z, i, j = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j. Let
ψi :=
∏
k:k>i
h˜ik , ψ
′
i :=
∏
k:k<i
h˜ik and χi := ψiψ
′
i , i = 1, . . . , n . (2.1)
Let εj, j = 1, . . . , n, be the elementary translations of the generators of U(n), εj : h˜i 7→ h˜i + δji .
For an element p ∈ U¯(n) we denote εj(p) by p[εj]. We shall use the finite difference operators ∆j
defined by
∆jf := f − f [−εj] .
We have ∆i(fg) = f∆i(g) + ∆i(f)g −∆i(f)∆i(g).
We denote by ek, k = 0, . . . , n, the elementary symmetric polynomials in the variables h˜1, . . . , h˜n,
and by e(t) the generating function of the polynomials ek,
ek =
∑
i1<···<ik
h˜i1 . . . h˜ik , e(t) =
n∑
k=0
ek t
k =
n∏
i=1
(1 + h˜it) . (2.2)
We denote by Rˆ ∈ EndU¯(n)
(
U¯(n)n ⊗U¯(n) U¯(n)n
)
the standard solution of the dynamical Yang–
Baxter equation ∑
a,b,u
Rˆ
ij
abRˆ
bk
ur[−εa]Rˆ
au
mn =
∑
a,b,u
Rˆ
jk
ab[−εi]Rˆ
ia
muRˆ
ub
nr[−εm] (2.3)
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of type A. The non-zero components of the operator Rˆ are
Rˆ
ij
ij =
1
h˜ij
, i 6= j , and Rˆijji =

h˜2ij − 1
h˜2ij
, i < j,
1 , i ≥ j .
(2.4)
We shall need the following properties of Rˆ :
Rˆ
ij
kl[εi + εj] = Rˆ
ij
kl , i, j, k, l = 1, . . . , n . (2.5)
Rˆ
ij
kl = 0 if (i, j) 6= (k, l) or (l, k) . (2.6)
Rˆ
2
= Id . (2.7)
We denote by Ψˆ ∈ EndU¯(n)
(
U¯(n)n ⊗U¯(n) U¯(n)n
)
the dynamical version of the skew inverse of
Rˆ (see e.g. [O2], section 4.1.2 for details of the R-matrix technique needed here), defined by∑
k,l
Ψˆikjl Rˆ
ml
nk [εm] = δ
i
nδ
m
j . (2.8)
The non-zero components of the operator Ψˆ are, see [KO5],
Ψˆijij = Q
+
i Q
−
j
1
h˜ij + 1
, Ψˆijji =

1 , i < j
(h˜ij − 1)2
h˜ij(h˜ij − 2)
, i > j
(2.9)
where
Q±i =
χi[±εi]
χi
. (2.10)
2.1 Definition and properties of rings of h-deformed dif-
ferential operators
The ring Diffh(n) of h-deformed differential operators of type A is a U¯(n)-bimodule with the
generators xj and ∂¯j, j = 1, . . . , n. The ring Diffh(n) is free as a one-sided U¯(n)-module; the left
and right U¯(n)-module structures are related by
h˜ix
j = xj(h˜i + δ
j
i ) , h˜i∂¯j = ∂¯j(h˜i − δji ) . (2.11)
The defining relations for the generators xj and ∂¯j, j = 1, . . . , n, read, see [KO5],
xixj =
∑
k,l
Rˆ
ij
klx
kxl , ∂¯i∂¯j =
∑
k,l
Rˆ
lk
ji ∂¯k∂¯l , x
i∂¯j =
∑
k,l
Rˆ
ki
lj [εk]∂¯kx
l − δij , (2.12)
or, in components,
xixj =
h˜ij + 1
h˜ij
xjxi , i < j , (2.13)
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∂¯i∂¯j =
h˜ij − 1
h˜ij
∂¯j ∂¯i , i < j , (2.14)
xi∂¯j =

∂¯jx
i , i < j ,
h˜ij(h˜ij − 2)
(h˜ij − 1)2
∂¯jx
i , i > j ,
(2.15)
xi∂¯i =
∑
j
1
1− h˜ij
∂¯jx
j − 1 (2.16)
which form a set of ordering relations of Diffh(n) with respect to the order,
∂¯j < ∂¯i < x
j < xi when 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n . (2.17)
We have seen in Chapter 1 that Diffh(n) satisfies the PBW property: the monomials
(∂¯n)
ln . . . (∂¯1)
l1(x1)k1 . . . (xn)kn , k1, . . . , kn, l1, . . . , ln ∈ Z≥0 (2.18)
form a U¯(n)-basis of Diffh(n). A U¯(n)-basis is also formed by the monomials
(x1)k1 . . . (xn)kn(∂¯n)
ln . . . (∂¯1)
l1 , k1, . . . , kn, l1, . . . , ln ∈ Z≥0 . (2.19)
The relations (2.11) are called the h(n)-weight relations of Diffh(n). An element f ∈ Diffh(n) is
said to have an h(n)-weight ω ∈ h(n)? if
h˜if = f
(
h˜i + ω(h˜i)
)
, i = 1, . . . , n . (2.20)
The ring Diffh(n) acquires the structure of a filtered algebra by the assignment
deg(xi) = deg(∂¯i) = 1 , i = 1, . . . , n. (2.21)
The associated graded algebra is denoted grDiffh(n).
The ring Diffh(n) admits Zhelobenko automorphisms qˇi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, given by (1.26). The
operators qˇi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, generate the action of the braid group, see [KO1].
The ring Diffh(n) admits an involutive anti-automorphism , defined by
(∂¯i) = ϕix
i , (xi) = ∂¯iϕ
−1
i , where ϕi :=
ψi
ψi[−εi] =
∏
k:k>i
h˜ik
h˜ik − 1
, i = 1, . . . , n , (2.22)
The proof reduces to the formula
ϕi[−j ]
ϕi
=
h˜2ij−1
h˜2ij
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
Lemma 2.1. Let Γi := ∂¯ix
i for i = 1, . . . , n. Then
(i) Γix
j =
h˜ij + 1
h˜ij
xjΓi and Γi∂¯j =
h˜ij − 1
h˜ij
∂¯jΓi for i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , n.
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(ii) qˇi(Γj) = Γsi(j) for i = 1, . . . , n− 1 and j = 1, . . . , n.
(iii) ΓiΓj = ΓjΓi for i, j = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. Formulas (i) and (ii) are obtained by a direct calculation; (iii) follows from (i).
We will use the following technical lemma whose proof consists in a direct calculation.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be an associative algebra. Assume that elements h˘i, Z˘i, Z˘i ∈ A, i = 1, . . . , n,
satisfy
h˘ih˘j = h˘jh˘i , h˘iZ˘
j = Z˘j(h˘i + δ
j
i ) , h˘iZ˘j = Z˘j(h˘i − δji ) , i, j = 1, . . . , n .
Let h˘ij := h˘i − h˘j and ψ˘i :=
∏
k:k>i h˘ik, ψ˘
′
i :=
∏
k:k<i h˘ik, i = 1, . . . , n. Assume that the elements
h˘ij are invertible. Then
(i) the elements Z˘i satisfy
Z˘iZ˘j =
h˘ij + 1
h˘ij
Z˘jZ˘i for i < j , i, j = 1, . . . , n
if and only if any of the two families {Z˘◦i}ni=1 or {Z˘ ′◦i}ni=1 is commutative, where
Z˘◦i := ψiZ˘i , Z˘ ′◦i := Z˘iψ′i ; (2.23)
(ii) the elements Z˘i satisfy
Z˘iZ˘j =
h˘ij − 1
h˘ij
Z˘jZ˘i for i < j , i, j = 1, . . . , n
if and only if any of the two families {Z˘◦i }ni=1 or {Z˘ ′◦i }ni=1 is commutative, where
Z˘◦i := ψiZ˘i , Z˘
′◦
i := Z˘iψ
′
i . (2.24)
2.2 Zero weight elements
2.2.1 Quadratic central elements
Define
ck :=
∑
j
∂ek
∂h˜j
Γj − ek . (2.25)
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that qˇj(ck) = ck for all j = 1, . . . , n− 1 and k = 1, . . . , n.
Proposition 2.3. The elements ck, k = 1, . . . , n, belong to the center of the ring Diffh(n).
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Proof. We introduce the generating functions e(t) :=
∑n
k=0 ekt
k =
∏
i(1 + h˜it) and
c(t) :=
n∑
k=1
ckt
k = u(t)e(t) + 1 with u(t) := t
∑
i
1
1 + h˜it
Γi − 1 .
The expression u(t) is introduced for convenience; the denominator 1 + h˜it, not defined in the ring
Diffh(n), vanishes in the product u(t)e(t). We check that the polynomial c(t) is central. We have
xje(t) =
1 + (h˜j − 1)t
1 + h˜jt
e(t)xj . (2.26)
Next, xju(t) =
(∑
k:k 6=j
t
1 + h˜kt
h˜kj
h˜kj + 1
Γk +
t
1 + (h˜j − 1)t
(∑
k
1
1− h˜jk
Γk − 1
)
− 1
)
xj .
The coefficient of Γk in this expression is equal to
t(1+th˜j)
(1+th˜k)(1+(h˜j−1)t) for both k 6= j and k = j.
Therefore,
xju(t) =
1 + h˜jt
1 + (h˜j − 1)t
u(t)xj . (2.27)
Combining (2.26) and (2.27) we find that c(t) commutes with xj, j = 1, . . . , n. For ∂¯j one can
either make a parallel calculation or use the anti-automorphism (2.22).
Lemma 2.4. (i) The matrix V , defined by V kj :=
∂ej
∂h˜k
, is invertible. Its inverse is
(V −1)ji =
(−1)j−1h˜n−ji
χi
, (2.28)
where the elements χi are defined in (2.1).
(ii) We have
Γj =
h˜nj − h˜nj c(−h˜−1j )
χj
=
∑
k
(V −1)kj ck +
h˜nj
χj
. (2.29)
Proof. (i) See, e.g. [OP], Proposition 4.
(ii) Since ck =
∑
j V
j
k Γj − ek, we have
Γj =
∑
k
(V −1)kj (ck + ek) =
1
χj
∑
k
(−1)k−1h˜n−kj (ck + ek) = −
h˜nj
χj
(c(−h˜−1j ) + e(−h˜−1j )− 1) .
Since e(−h˜−1j ) = 0, we obtain (2.29). Another proof: evaluate c(t) at t = −h˜−1j . 
2.2.2 Subring of h(n)-weight zero elements
Let Diff0h(n) be the subring of Diffh(n) formed by the elements of h(n)-weight zero.
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Lemma 2.5. Diff0h(n) is freely generated over U¯(n) by the (commutative) elements c1, . . . , cn,
Diff0h(n) = U¯(n)[c1, . . . , cn] . (2.30)
Proof. Clearly, the elements c1, . . . , cn are in Diff
0
h(n). For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and αi ∈ Z≥0 the
element A = ∂¯αii (x
i)αi is in Diff0h(n). Lemma 2.4 implies that A is in the U¯(n)-module generated
by the elements c1, . . . , cn. By induction, there exists a tensor with components T
α1,...,αn
β1,...,βn
∈ U¯(n),
(α1, . . . , αn, β1, . . . , βn) ∈ Z2n≥0 such that for any (α1, . . . , αn) ∈ Zn≥0, the element
B = ∂¯αnn . . . ∂¯
α1
1 (x
1)α1 . . . (xn)αn
can be written as B = Tα1,...,αnβ1,...,βn c
β1
1 . . . c
βn
n . We see from equation (2.29) that
Tα1,...,αnβ1,...,βn 6= 0 =⇒ α1 + · · ·+ αn ≥ β1 + · · ·+ βn . (2.31)
The ring Diffh(n) has the PBW property in the form (2.18). It implies together with (2.31) that
the tensor T is invertible. This implies the validity of (2.30).
2.3 Isomorphism between rings of fractions
It follows from the results of [KO4] that the ring Diffh(n) has no zero divisors. Let Sn be the
multiplicative set generated by xj and h˜ij + k, i, j = 1, . . . , n and k ∈ Z.
2.3.1 Localizations of Diffh(n) and Wn
The (left) Ore condition for a multiplicative set S of a domain D reads: S r∩D s 6= ∅, (r, s) ∈ D×S.
The set Sx satisfies both left and right Ore conditions (see, e.g., [A] for definitions): say, for the
left Ore conditions we have to check only that for any xk and a monomial m = ∂¯i1 . . . ∂¯iAx
j1 . . . xjB
there exist s˜ ∈ Sx and m˜ ∈ Diffh(n) such that s˜m = m˜xk. The structure of the commutation
relations (2.13)-(2.16)) shows that one can choose s˜ = (xk)ν with sufficiently large ν. Denote by
S−1x Diffh(n) the localization of the ring Diffh(n) with respect to the set Sx.
The isomorphism. Let Wn be the Weyl algebra of rank n (see Section 1.2.1). Let T be the
multiplicative set generated by XjDj − XkDk + `, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, ` ∈ Z, and Xj, j = 1, . . . , n.
As above, one can check that the set T is a left and right Ore set in Wn. Denote by T
−1Wn the
localization of Wn relative to the set T.
Let a1, . . . , an be a family of commuting variables. We shall use the following notation :
Hj := DjXj , Hjk := Hj −Hk ,
Ψ′j :=
∏
k:k<jHjk , Ψj :=
∏
k:k>jHjk ,
C(t) :=
∑n
k=1 akt
k , Υi := Hni
(
1−C(−H−1i )
)
.
Here C is a polynomial of degree n so the elements Υi are polynomials in Hi, i = 1, . . . , n.
Theorem 2.6. The ring S−1n Diffh(n) is isomorphic to the ring K[a1, . . . , an]⊗ T−1Wn.
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Proof. The knowledge of the central elements (Proposition 2.3) allows to exhibit a generating set
of the ring S−1n Diffh(n) in which the required isomorphism is quite transparent.
In the localized ring S−1n Diffh(n) we can use the set of generators {h˜i, xi,Γi}ni=1 instead of
{h˜i, xi, ∂¯i}ni=1. By Lemma 2.4 (ii), the set {h˜i, xi, ci}ni=1 is also a generating set. Finally, bD :=
{h˜i, x◦i, ci}ni=1, where x′◦i := xiψ′i , i = 1, . . . , n, is a generating set of the localized ring S−1n Diffh(n)
as well. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that the family {x′◦i}ni=1 is commutative. The complete set of
the defining relations for the generators from the set bD reads
h˜ih˜j = h˜jh˜i , h˜ix
′◦j = x′◦j(h˜i + δ
j
i ) , x
′◦ix′◦j = x′◦jx′◦i , i, j = 1, . . . , n ,
ci are central , i = 1, . . . , n .
(2.32)
In the localized ring K[a1, . . . , an] ⊗ T−1Wn we can pass to the set of generators bW :=
{Hi, X i, ai}ni=1 with the defining relations
HiHj = HjHi , HiXj = Xj(Hi + δji ) , X iXj = XjX i , i, j = 1, . . . , n ,
ai are central , i = 1, . . . , n .
Therefore we have the isomorphism µ : K[a1, . . . , an]⊗T−1Wn → S−1n Diffh(n) given on our sets bD
and bW of generators by
µ : X i 7→ x′◦i , Hi 7→ h˜i , ai 7→ ci , i = 1, . . . , n . (2.33)
The proof is completed.
We shall now rewrite the formulas for the isomorphism µ in terms of the original generators of the
rings S−1n Diffh(n) and K[a1, . . . , an]⊗ T−1Wn.
Lemma 2.7. We have
µ : X i 7→ xiψ′i , Di 7→ (ψ′i)−1h˜i(xi)−1 , ai 7→ ci , i = 1, . . . , n , (2.34)
µ−1 : h˜i 7→ Hi , xi 7→ X i 1Ψ′i , ∂¯i 7→
Υi
Ψi
(X i)−1 , i = 1, . . . , n . (2.35)
Proof. We shall comment only the last formula in (2.35). Lemma 2.4 part (ii) implies that
µ−1(χiΓi) = Υi and the formula for µ−1(∂¯i) follows since ∂¯i = Γi(xi)−1.
Proposition 2.8. The center of the ring Diffh(n) is isomorphic to the polynomial ringK[t1, . . . , tn];
the isomorphism is given by tj 7→ cj, j = 1, . . . , n.
Proof. There are two ways to prove this proposition. First, a central element of Diffh(n) is of
h(n)-weight zero, so from Lemma 2.5 it is in U¯(n)[c1, . . . , cn]. But the intersection of U¯(n) and the
center of Diffh(n) is K. This shows that the center of Diffh(n) is K[c1, . . . , cn].
The other way is to use the isomorphism µ and the triviality of the center of the Weyl algebra
Wn. Using the isomorphism µ, we see that the center of S
−1
n Diffh(n) is K[c1, . . . , cn] which is also
the center of Diffh(n).
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Chapter 3
Generalized h-deformed differential
operators
In previous sections we constructed the ring Diffh(n) and gave its R-matrix description. Similarly
to the ring of q-differential operators, the ring Diffh(n) realizes the consistent pairing of two h-
deformed coordinate rings in n variables. The consistency condition is given by oscillator like
relations (2.16). In this chapter we define and study general consistent pairings of h-deformed
coordinate rings.
In Section 3.1, we give the motivation for the study of these pairings. We define two coordinate
rings in nN variables with the help of the R-matrix (2.4). These two rings are the h-deformed
coordinate ring V(n,N) and its “dual”, the h-deformed coordinate ring V?(n,N) of derivatives.
The ring Diffh(n) and the reduction algebra AZn of [Zh1] provides examples of different pairings.
A general pairing between V(n, 1) and V?(n, 1) involves an n-tuple of elements σ1, . . . , σn ∈ U¯(n).
The corresponding rings are denoted Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn).
In Section 3.2 we investigate the PBW property of Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) which is the consistency
condition for the pairing. We derive an over-determined system of finite-difference equations, called
∆-system, for σ1, . . . , σn and give its general solution in the field of fractions K(n) of U(n) and
then in U¯(n) (in [HO2] we used another technique avoiding the field K(n)).
3.1 Motivations and definitions
3.1.1 Coordinate rings of h-deformed vector spaces
Let F(n,N) be the ring with the generators xiα, i = 1, . . . , n, α = 1, . . . , N , and h˜i, i = 1, . . . , n,
with the defining relations
h˜ih˜j = h˜jh˜i , i, j = 1, . . . , n , (3.1)
h˜ix
jα = xjα(h˜i + δ
j
i ) , i, j = 1, . . . , n , α = 1, . . . , N . (3.2)
The ring U(n) is naturally a subring of F(n,N). Let F¯(n,N) := U¯(n)⊗U(n)F(n,N). The coordinate
ring V(n,N) ofN copies of the h-deformed vector space is the factor-ring of F¯(n,N) by the relations
xiαxjβ =
∑
k,l
Rˆ
ij
klx
kβxlα , i, j = 1, . . . , n , α, β = 1, . . . , N . (3.3)
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The ring V(n,N) is the reduction algebra, with respect to gln, of the semi-direct product of gln
and the abelian Lie algebra V ⊕V ⊕· · ·⊕V (N times) where V is the (tautological) n-dimensional
gln-module. According to the general theory of reduction algebras [Zh1, Zh3, KO1, KO4], V(n,N)
is a free left (or right) U¯(n)-module; the ring V(n,N) has the following PBW property:
given an arbitrary order on the set xiα, i = 1, . . . , n, α = 1, . . . , N , the set
of all ordered monomials in xiα is a basis of the left U¯(n)-module V(n,N).
(3.4)
Moreover, if {Rˆklij}ni,j,k,l=1 is an arbitrary array of functions in h˜i, i = 1, . . . , n, then the above PBW
property implies that Rˆ satisfies the dynamical Yang–Baxter equation when N ≥ 3.
Similarly, let F∗(n,N) be the ring with the generators ∂¯iα, i = 1, . . . , n, α = 1, . . . , N , and h˜i,
i = 1, . . . , n, with the defining relations (3.1) and
h˜i∂¯jα = ∂¯jα(h˜i − δji ) , i, j = 1, . . . , n , α = 1, . . . , N . (3.5)
Let F¯
∗
(n,N) := U¯(n) ⊗U(n) F∗(n,N). The h(n)-weights are defined by the same equation (2.20).
The coordinate ring V∗(n,N) of N copies of the “dual” h-deformed vector space is the factor-ring
of F¯
∗
(n,N) by the relations
∂¯lα∂¯kβ =
∑
i,j
∂¯jβ∂¯iαRˆ
ij
kl , k, l = 1, . . . , n , α, β = 1, . . . , N . (3.6)
Again, the ring V∗(n,N) is the reduction algebra, with respect to gln, of the semi-direct product
of gln and the abelian Lie algebra V
∗⊕ V ∗⊕ · · · ⊕ V ∗ (N times) where V ∗ is the gln-module, dual
to V . The ring V∗(n,N) is a free left (or right) U¯(n)-module; it has a similar to V(n,N) PBW
property:
given an arbitrary order on the set ∂¯iα , i = 1, . . . , n, α = 1, . . . , N , the set
of all ordered monomials in ∂¯iα is a basis of the left U¯(n)-module V
∗(n,N).
(3.7)
Again, the PBW property of the algebra defined by the relations (3.6), together with the weight
prescriptions (3.5), implies that Rˆ satisfies the dynamical Yang–Baxter equation when N ≥ 3. The
matrix algebras with the defining relations of the type (3.3) appear in the study of the chiral zero
modes of the Wess–Zumino–Novikov–Witten model [FHIOPT, HIOPT].
For N = 1 we shall write V(n) and V∗(n) instead of V(n, 1) and V∗(n, 1).
3.1.2 Two examples
Before presenting the main question we consider two examples.
1. The reduction algebra Diffh(n) is defined in Section 1.5.2. It is generated, over U¯(n), by
xi and ∂¯i, i = 1, . . . , n. The h(n)-weights of the generators are given by (3.2) and (3.5). The
remaining set of the defining relations, over U¯(n), consists of (3.3), (3.6) (with N = 1) and
xi∂¯j =
∑
k,l
∂¯kRˆ
ki
ljx
l − δijσ(Diff)i , where σ(Diff)i = 1, i = 1, . . . , n. (3.8)
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2. This example is a generalization of the reduction algebra Rgl3gl2 we constructed in Section 1.5.1.
Identifying each n × n matrix a with the larger matrix
(
a 0
0 0
)
gives an embedding of gln into
gln+1. The resulting reduction algebra R
gln+1
gln
was denoted by AZn in [Zh1]. It is generated, over
U¯(n), by xi and yi, the images of the standard generators ei,n+1 and en+1,i, i = 1, . . . , n, of U(gln+1)
and h˜n+1 = hn+1 − (n+ 1) where hn+1 is the image of en+1,n+1 in AZn. Let
∂¯i := yi
ψi
ψi[−εi] ,
where the elements ψi are defined in (2.1) (they depend on h˜1, . . . , h˜n only). The h(n)-weights of
the generators are given by (3.2) and (3.5) while
h˜n+1x
i = xi(h˜n+1 − 1) , h˜n+1∂¯i = ∂¯i(h˜n+1 + 1) , i = 1, . . . , n .
The set of the remaining defining relations consists of (3.3), (3.6) (with N = 1) and
xi∂¯j =
∑
k,l
∂¯kRˆ
ki
ljx
l − δijσ(AZ)i , (3.9)
where
σ
(AZ)
i = −h˜i + h˜n+1 + 1 , i = 1, . . . , n . (3.10)
The algebra AZn was used in [Hom1] for the study of Harish-Chandra modules and in [Zh1]
for the construction of the Gelfand–Tsetlin bases [GT].
The algebra AZn has a central element c1 := h˜1 + · · · + h˜n + h˜n+1. In the factor-algebra AZn
of AZn by the ideal, generated by the element c1, the relation (3.9) is replaced by
xi∂¯j =
∑
k,l
∂¯kRˆ
ki
ljx
l − δijσ(AZ)i , (3.11)
with
σ
(AZ)
i = −h˜i −
n∑
k=1
h˜k + 1 , i = 1, . . . , n. (3.12)
3.1.3 Main question
Both rings, Diffh(n) and AZn, satisfy the PBW property. The only difference between these rings
is in the form of the zero-order terms σ
(Diff)
i and σ
(AZ)
i in the cross-commutation relations (3.8) and
(3.11) (compare to the ring of q-differential operators [WZ] where the zero-order term is essentially
- up to redefinitions - unique). It is therefore natural to investigate possible generalizations of the
rings Diffh(n) and AZn. More precisely, given n elements σ1, . . . , σn of U¯(n), we let Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn)
be the ring, over U¯(n), with the generators xi and ∂¯i, i = 1, . . . , n, subject to the defining relations
(3.3), (3.6) (with N = 1) and the oscillator-like relations
xi∂¯j =
∑
k,l
∂¯kRˆ
ki
ljx
l − δijσi . (3.13)
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The weight prescriptions for the generators are given by (3.2) and (3.5). The diagonal form of
the zero-order term (the Kronecker symbol δij in the right hand side of (3.13)) is dictated by the
h(n)-weight considerations.
We shall study conditions under which the ring Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) satisfies the PBW property.
More specifically, since the rings V(n) and V∗(n) both satisfy the PBW property, our aim is to
study conditions under which Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) is isomorphic, as a U¯(n)-module, to V
∗(n) ⊗U¯(n)
V(n). Similarly to Diffh(n), the assignment (2.21) defines a structure of a filtered algebra on
Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn). The associated graded algebra is the homogeneous algebra Diffh(0, . . . , 0). This
homogeneous algebra has the desired PBW property because it is the reduction algebra, with
respect to gln, of the semi-direct product of gln and the abelian Lie algebra V ⊕ V ∗.
The standard argument shows that the ring Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) can be viewed as a deformation
of the homogeneous ring Diffh(0, . . . , 0): we may replace x
i by ~xi and consider ~ as the defor-
mation parameter; if ~ 6= 0, the renormalization σ 7→ ~σ establishes the isomorphism of the rings
Diffh(~σ1, . . . , ~σn) and Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn). Thus our aim is to study the conditions under which
this deformation is flat.
3.2 Poincare´−Birkhoff−Witt property
The explicit defining relations for the ring Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) are (2.13), (2.14), (2.15) and
xi∂¯i =
∑
j
1
1− h˜ij
∂¯jx
j − σi , i = 1, . . . , n . (3.14)
It turns out that the PBW property is equivalent to a system of finite-difference equations for the
elements σ1, . . . , σn ∈ U¯(n).
Proposition 3.1. The ring Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) satisfies the PBW property if and only if the elements
σ1, . . . , σn ∈ U¯(n) satisfy the following linear system of finite-difference equations
h˜ij∆jσi = σi − σj , i, j = 1, . . . , n . (3.15)
Proof. We can consider (2.11), (2.13), (2.14), (2.15), (3.14) as the set of ordering relations and
use the diamond lemma, see [Bo, B, Ne], for the investigation of the PBW property. The relations
(2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) are compatible with the h(n)-weights of the generators xi and ∂¯i, i =
1, . . . , n, so we have to check the possible ambiguities involving the generators xi and ∂¯i, i =
1, . . . , n, only. The properties (3.4) and (3.7) show that the ambiguities of the forms xxx and ∂¯∂¯∂¯
are resolvable. It remains to check the ambiguities
xi∂¯j ∂¯k and x
jxk∂¯i . (3.16)
It follows from the properties (3.4) and (3.7) that the choice of the order for the generators
with indices j and k in (3.16) is irrelevant. Besides, it can be verified directly that the ring
Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn), with arbitrary σ1, . . . , σn ∈ U¯(n) admits an involutive anti-automorphism ,
defined by
(h˜i) = h˜i , (∂¯i) = ϕix
i , (xi) = ∂¯iϕ
−1
i , (3.17)
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where ϕi :=
ψi
ψi[−εi] =
∏
k:k>i
h˜ik
h˜ik − 1
, i = 1, . . . , n. By using the anti-automorphism  we reduce
the check of the ambiguity xjxk∂¯i to the check of the ambiguity x
i∂¯j ∂¯k.
Since the associated graded algebra with respect to the filtration (2.21) has the PBW property,
we have, in the check of the ambiguity xi∂¯j ∂¯k, to track only those ordered terms whose degree
is smaller than 3. We use the symbol u
l.d.t.
to denote the part of the ordered expression for u
containing these lower degree terms.
Check of the ambiguity xi∂¯j ∂¯k. We calculate, for i, j, k = 1, . . . , n,
(
xi∂¯j
)
∂¯k
l.d.t.
=
(∑
u,v
Rˆ
ui
vj[εu]∂¯ux
v − δijσi
)
∂¯k
l.d.t.
= −
∑
u
Rˆ
ui
kj[εu]∂¯uσk − δijσi∂¯k , (3.18)
xi
(
∂¯j ∂¯k
)
l.d.t.
= xi
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kj ∂¯b∂¯a
l.d.t.
=
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kj[−εi]
(∑
c,d
Rˆ
ci
db[εc]∂¯cx
d − δibσi
)
∂¯a
l.d.t.
= −
∑
a,b,c
Rˆ
ab
kj[−εi]Rˆ
ci
ab[εc]∂¯cσa −
∑
a
Rˆ
ai
kj[−εi]σi∂¯a .
(3.19)
Comparing the resulting expressions in (3.18) and (3.19) and collecting coefficients in ∂¯u, we find
the necessary and sufficient condition for the resolvability of the ambiguity xi∂¯j ∂¯k:
Rˆ
ui
kj[εu]σk[εu] + δ
i
jδ
u
kσi =
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kj[−εi]Rˆ
ui
ab[εu]σa[εu] + Rˆ
ui
kj[−εi]σi , i, k, j, u = 1, . . . , n . (3.20)
Shifting by −εu and using the property (2.5) together with the ice condition (2.6), we rewrite
(3.20) in the form
Rˆ
ui
kj (σk − σi[−εu]) + δijδukσi[−εu] =
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kjRˆ
ui
abσa . (3.21)
For j = k the system (3.21) contains no equations. For j 6= k we have two cases:
(i) u = j and i = k. This part of the system (3.21) reads explicitly (see (2.4)) σk − σk[−εj] =
1
h˜kj
(σk − σj). This is the system (3.15).
(ii) u = k and i = j. This part of the system (3.21) reads explicitly 1
h˜kj
(σk − σj[−εk]) + σj[−εk] =
1
h˜2kj
σk +
h˜2kj−1
h˜2kj
σj, which reproduces the same system (3.15). 
In the next proposition, we rewrite the system (3.15) in a matrix form.
Proposition 3.2. Let Σ and X be the diagonal n × n matrices of coefficients Σij = δijσi and
X ij = δ
i
jx
i. In the localized ring S−1n Diffh(n), the system (3.15), can be rewritten in the form(
Rˆ12Σ1 +X1Σ2X
−1
1
)(
Rˆ12 − 1
)
= 0 .
Proof. It is a rewriting of the system of equations (3.21).
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3.2.1 ∆-system
We have considered the algebra Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) with elements (σ1, . . . , σn) in U¯(n). In this section,
we rather study the system of equations (3.15) in the field of fractions K(n) of U(n).
For f ∈ K(n), i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and λi ∈ K, f |h˜i=λi denotes the evaluation of f at h˜i = λi. Define
Dom(f) to be the subset of Kn of elements (λ1, . . . , λn) on which values of f are finite.
The system (3.15) is closely related to the following linear system of finite-difference equations
for one element σ ∈ K(n):
∆i∆j
(
h˜ijσ
)
= 0 , i, j = 1, . . . , n , (3.22)
or, equivalently,
h˜ij∆j∆iσ = ∆iσ −∆jσ , i, j = 1, . . . , n . (3.23)
We call this system the ∆-system in K(n).
Complete symmetric polynomials
Definition 3.3. Let H = ⊕∞j=0KHj and H′ = ⊕∞j=1KHj where Hj are the complete symmetric
polynomials in the variables h˜1, . . . , h˜n,
Hj =
∑
1≤i1≤···≤ij≤n
h˜i1 . . . h˜ij . (3.24)
Lemma 3.4. Let k ∈ Z≥0. We have
n∑
j=1
h˜kj
χj
=
{
0 , k = 0, 1, . . . , n− 2 ,
Hk−n+1 , k ≥ n− 1 .
(3.25)
Proof. For any k ∈ Z≥0 and t an auxiliary indeterminate, we define Pk =
∑n
j=1
h˜kj
χj
and P (t) =
t
∑∞
k=0 Pkt
k. We have
P (t) = t
+∞∑
k=0
n∑
j=1
(h˜jt)
k
χj
= t
n∑
j=1
∑+∞
k=0(h˜jt)
k
χj
=
n∑
j=1
t
1− h˜jt
1
χj
=
n∑
j=1
1
t−1 − h˜j
1
χj
.
The last term expression is the partial fraction decomposition of
∏n
j=1(t
−1− h˜j)−1 with respect to
t−1. Therefore, P (t) =
∏n
j=1
1
t−1−h˜j = t
∑+∞
k=n−1Hk−n+1t
k which concludes the proof.
Subspace W of U¯(n)
Definition 3.5. Let Wj, respectively, W¯j, j = 1, . . . , n, be vector spaces of elements of K(n) of
the form
pi(h˜j)
χj
where pi(t) ∈ K[t] , respectively , pi(t) ∈ K(t) , (3.26)
and χj is defined in (2.1). Let W =
∑Wj and W¯ = ∑ W¯j.
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Proposition 3.6. We have W = W¯ ∩ U¯(n).
Proof. Fix j = 1, . . . , n. Consider f ∈ W¯ as a rational function in one variable h˜j, with values in
the field of rational functions in other variables. Possible poles of f are at h˜j = h˜k, k > 1, or at
h˜j = c, c ∈ K. For f ∈ W¯ ∩ U¯(n) the latter possibility is excluded, whence the result.
Lemma 3.7. (i) Select j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Then we have a direct sum decomposition
W =
⊕
k:k 6=j
Wj ⊕H . (3.27)
(ii) The space H is a subspace of W . Moreover,
H =W ∩ U(n) . (3.28)
(iii) The symmetric group Sn acts on the ring U¯(n) and on the space W by permutations of the
variables h˜1, . . . , h˜n and
H =W Sn , (3.29)
where W Sn denotes the subspace of Sn-invariants in W .
Proof. (i) Select j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and suppose that
∑
k 6=j
pik(h˜k)
χk
+ p =
∑
k 6=j
p˜ik(h˜k)
χk
+ p˜ (3.30)
with pik(t), p˜ik(t) ∈ K[t], k 6= j and p, p˜ ∈ H. The equation (3.30) is equivalent to∑
k 6=j
pik(h˜k)− p˜ik(h˜k)
χk
+ (p− p˜) = 0 . (3.31)
The left hand side of (3.31) is a partial fraction decomposition with respect to h˜j. It implies that
pik(h˜k) = p˜ik(h˜k) for all k 6= j and p = p˜. This implies the directness of the sum
⊕
k:k 6=jWj ⊕ H
which by Lemma 3.4 is equal to W . The propositions (ii) and (iii) can be deduced from (i).
Let X be an auxiliary indeterminate. We have a linear map of vector spaces
K[t]n →W (3.32)
defined by
(pi1(t), . . . , pin(t)) 7→
n∑
j=1
pij(h˜j)
χj
. (3.33)
This map is surjective by definition ofW . It follows from Corollary 3.8 that its kernel is the vector
subspace of K[t]n spanned by n-tuples (tj, . . . , tj) for j = 0, 1, . . . , n− 2. Lemma 3.4 implies that
the image of the diagonal in K[t]n, formed by n-tuples (pi(t), . . . , pi(t)), is the space H. We have
the similar surjective map K(t)n → W¯ , given by the same formula (3.33). The next corollary says
that it has the same kernel as the map (3.32).
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Corollary 3.8. For any (pi1(t), . . . , pin(t)) ∈ K(t)n,
n∑
j=1
pij(h˜j)
χj
= 0 (3.34)
if and only if all pij(t) are equal to the same polynomial of degree less or equal to n− 2.
Proof. We use Proposition 3.6, Lemma 3.7 (iii) and Lemma 3.4.
Potential. We give a general solution of the system (3.15). We need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. For any i, j = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j, and any f ∈ K(n),
∆i∆j(f) = 0 ⇐⇒ f = fi + fj
where fi, fj ∈ K(n) are respectively independent of h˜i and h˜j.
Proof. If ∆i∆j(f) = 0 then g = ∆j(f) is independent of h˜i. Consider µi ∈ K such that the
evaluation f |h˜i=µi is well defined, we write fi = f |h˜i=µi . Then g = g|h˜i=µi = ∆j(f |h˜i=µi) = ∆j(fi)
so ∆j(f − fi) = g − g = 0 and writing fj = f − fi gives the result.
If f ∈ U¯(n) and ∆i∆j(f) = 0 then one can choose fi, fj ∈ U¯(n), see Lemma 17 of [HO2]. The
proof uses the partial decomposition in U¯(n) following from the formula
1
(h˜il + k)(h˜jl + k′)
=
1
h˜ij + k − k′
(
1
h˜jl + k′
− 1
h˜il + k
)
, i, j, l = 1, . . . , n , k, k′ ∈ Z . (3.35)
Lemma 3.10. Let σ1, . . . , σk, k ≤ n, be a k-tuple of elements in K(n) such that
∆i(σj) = ∆j(σi) , i, j = 1, . . . , k . (3.36)
Assume that σi belongs to the image of ∆i : K(n)→ K(n) for all i = 1, . . . , k. Then there exists a
potential f ∈ K(n) such that
σi = ∆i(f) , i = 1, . . . , k . (3.37)
Proof. For k = 1 there is nothing to prove. Let now k > 1. We use the induction in k. By the
induction hypothesis, there exist elements F,G ∈ K(n) such that
σi = ∆i(F ) for i = 1, 3, . . . , n and σj = ∆j(G) for j = 2, 3, . . . , n .
Then
∆l(F ) = ∆l(G) for l = 3, . . . , n and ∆1∆2(G) = ∆2∆1(F ) .
The element F − G does not depend on h˜l, l = 3, . . . , n, and ∆1∆2(F − G) = 0. According to
Lemma 3.9, there exist two elements u and v such that u depends only on h˜1, v depends only on
h˜2, and F −G = u− v. Then f := F + v = G+ u is the desired potential.
Lemma 3.10 holds for σi ∈ U¯(n) instead of K(n), see Lemma 19 of [HO2].
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Proposition 3.11. Assume that the elements σ1, . . . , σn ∈ K(n) satisfy the system (3.15). Then
there exists an element σ ∈ K(n) such that
σi = ∆iσ , i = 1, . . . , n . (3.38)
Proof. The system (3.15) is equivalent to σj = ∆j
[
(h˜ji + 1)σi
]
, i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. So σj is in the
image of ∆j. Also, the system (3.15) implies that ∆iσj =
σi−σj
h˜ij
=
σj−σi
h˜ji
= ∆jσi, i 6= j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Lemma 3.10 concludes the proof.
By Propositions 3.1 and 3.11, if the algebra Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn) has the PBW property then an
element σ such that σi = ∆iσ, i = 1, . . . , n, exists. We shall call the element σ the “potential” and
write Diffh,σ(n) := Diffh(σ1, . . . , σn).
3.2.2 Solutions of ∆-system in K(n)
In this section, we use the notation ~λ for any (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Kn and
χk :=
n∏
s=1
s 6=k
h˜ks , χk\i :=
n∏
s=1
s 6=k,i
h˜ks and χk\i,j :=
n∏
s=1
s 6=k,i,j
h˜ks
for any i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If not otherwise specified, all sums and products run from 1 to n.
The solutions σ ∈ K(n) of the ∆-system are given in Theorem 3.15. The proof is done by
induction on n. First, we prove three lemmas which link a solution σ ∈ K(n) of the ∆-system
to its evaluations σ|h˜i=λi , σ|h˜j=λj and σ| h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
with (λ1, . . . , λn) ∈ Dom(σ). After proving Theorem
3.15, the Corollary 3.16 gives all the solutions of the ∆-system which are in U¯(n).
Lemma 3.12. Let σ ∈ K(n) be a solution of the ∆-system. For any ~λ ∈ Dom(σ) and i ∈
{1, . . . , n}, the element σ|h˜i=λi ∈ K(n) is a solution of the ∆-system in K(n− 1).
Proof. Since for any f ∈ K(n) and k ∈ {1, . . . , n} \ {i} : (∆kf) |h˜i=λi = ∆k
(
f |h˜i=λi
)
.
Lemma 3.13. For any σ ∈ K(n), ~λ ∈ Dom(σ) and i 6= j in {1, . . . , n}, the equation ∆i∆j(h˜ijσ) =
0 is equivalent to
σ =
1
h˜ij
[
(λi − h˜j)σ|h˜i=λi + (h˜i − λj)σ|h˜j=λj − (λi − λj)σ
∣∣∣h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
]
.
Proof. By successive evaluations at h˜i = λi and h˜j = λj, we have
∆i∆j(h˜ijσ) = 0 ⇐⇒ ∆j(h˜ijσ) =
[
∆j(h˜ijσ)
]∣∣∣
h˜i=λi
= ∆j
[
(λi − h˜j) σ|h˜i=λi
]
⇐⇒ ∆j
[
h˜ijσ − (λi − h˜j) σ|h˜i=λi
]
= 0
⇐⇒ h˜ijσ − (λi − h˜j) σ|h˜i=λi =
[
h˜ijσ − (λi − h˜j) σ|h˜i=λi
]∣∣∣
h˜j=λj
⇐⇒ h˜ijσ − (λi − h˜j) σ|h˜i=λi = (h˜i − λj) σ|h˜j=λj − (λi − λj)σ
∣∣∣h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
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which gives the result.
Lemma 3.14. We fix i 6= j in {1, . . . , n}. Let σ ∈ K(n) be such that
σ|h˜i=λi =
∑
k 6=i
αk(h˜k)
χk\i
and σ|h˜j=λj =
∑
k 6=j
βk(h˜k)
χk\j
for some αk(t), βk(t) ∈ K(t) .
Then one can rewrite σ|h˜j=λj in the form
σ|h˜j=λj =
∑
k 6=j
β′k(h˜k)
χk\j
, (3.39)
where β′k(t) ∈ K(t) are such that
σ
∣∣∣h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
=
∑
k 6=i,j
γk(h˜k)
χk\i,j
with γk(h˜k) =
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
h˜k − λj
=
β′k(h˜k)− β′i(λi)
h˜k − λi
, k 6= i, j . (3.40)
Proof. From Lemma 3.4, we have
σ|h˜i=λi =
∑
k 6=i,j
αk(h˜k)− αj(h˜j)
χk\i
and σ|h˜j=λj =
∑
k 6=i,j
βk(h˜k)− βi(h˜i)
χk\j
.
It follows that
σ
∣∣∣h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
=
∑
k 6=i,j
[
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
h˜k − λj
]
1
χk\i,j
=
∑
k 6=i,j
[
βk(h˜k)− βi(λi)
h˜k − λi
]
1
χk\i,j
.
From Corollary 3.8, there exists a polynomial p of degree less or equal to n− 4 such that
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
h˜k − λj
=
βk(h˜k)− βi(λi)
h˜k − λi
+ p(h˜k) , k 6= i, j .
By defining β′k(h˜k) = βk(h˜k) + (h˜k − λi)p(h˜k), k 6= j, we get
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
h˜k − λj
=
β′k(h˜k)− β′i(λi)
h˜k − λi
, k 6= i, j . (3.41)
By defining γk(h˜k) as the element (3.41), k 6= i, j, we get (3.40). The polynomial (t− λi)p(t) is of
degree at most n− 3 so Corollary 3.8 implies equation (3.39).
Theorem 3.15. The space of solutions of the ∆-system in K(n) is W¯ .
Proof. We prove by induction on n that a solution of the ∆-system in K(n) is in W¯ . The ∆-
system in K(1) is trivial. Consider a solution σ ∈ K(n) of the ∆-system. We fix i and j, i 6= j, in
{1, . . . , n}. Lemma 3.13 implies that for any ~λ ∈ Dom(σ), we have
σ =
1
h˜ij
[
(λi − h˜j)σ|h˜i=λi + (h˜i − λj)σ|h˜j=λj − (λi − λj)σ
∣∣∣h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
]
.
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From Lemma 3.12, σ|h˜i=λi and σ|h˜j=λj are solutions of ∆-systems in K(n − 1). By the induction
hypothesis and Lemma 3.14, we have
σ|h˜i=λi =
∑
k 6=i
αk(h˜k)
χk\i
, σ|h˜j=λj =
∑
k 6=j
β′k(h˜k)
χk\j
and σ
∣∣∣h˜i=λi
h˜j=λj
=
∑
k 6=i,j
γk(h˜k)
χk\i,j
for some αk(t), β
′
k(t), γk(t) ∈ K(t) such that
γk(h˜k) =
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
h˜k − λj
and β′k(h˜k) =
h˜k − λi
h˜k − λj
(
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
)
+ β′i(λi) , k 6= i, j .
It implies that
σ =
1
h˜ij
[
(λi − h˜j)
∑
k 6=i
αk(h˜k)
χk\i
+ (h˜i − λj)
∑
k 6=j
β′k(h˜k)
χk\j
− (λi − λj)
∑
k 6=i,j
γk(h˜k)
χk\i,j
]
=
1
h˜ij
[
(λi − h˜j)
∑
k 6=i
αk(h˜k)
χk\i
+ (h˜i − λj)β
′
i(h˜i)
χi\j
+ (h˜i − λj)
∑
k 6=i,j
1
χk\j
(
h˜k − λi
h˜k − λj
(
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
)
+ β′i(λi)
)
−(λi − λj)
∑
k 6=i,j
1
χk\i,j
(
αk(h˜k)− αj(λj)
h˜k − λj
)]
=
1
h˜ij
[
(λi − h˜j)αj(h˜j)
χj\i
+ (h˜i − λj)β
′
i(h˜i)
χi\j
+ (h˜i − λj)β′i(λi)
∑
k 6=i,j
1
χk\j
+
∑
k 6=i,j
αk(h˜k)
χk
(
(λi − h˜j)h˜ki + (h˜i − λj)h˜kj h˜k − λi
h˜k − λj
− h˜kih˜kj λi − λj
h˜k − λj
)
+
(∑
k 6=i,j
(
λi − λj
h˜k − λj
h˜ki − (h˜i − λj) h˜k − λi
h˜k − λj
)
1
χk\j
)
αj(λj)
]
.
Using Lemma 3.7 and the equalities
(λi − h˜j)h˜ki + (h˜i − λj)h˜kj h˜k − λi
h˜k − λj
− h˜kih˜kj λi − λj
h˜k − λj
= h˜ij(h˜k − λi) ,
λi − λj
h˜k − λj
h˜ki − (h˜i − λj) h˜k − λi
h˜k − λj
= λi − h˜i ,
we get
σ =
∑
k 6=i
(h˜k − λi)αk(h˜k)
χk
+
1
χi
[
(h˜i − λj)
(
β′i(h˜i)− β′i(λi)
)
+ (h˜i − λi)αj(λj)
]
.
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Therefore σ is in W¯ .
If σ ∈ W¯ then for any i 6= j in {1, . . . , n}, we have
h˜ijσ =
n∑
k=1
(h˜ik + h˜kj)pik(h˜k)
χk
= −
(
pij(h˜j)
χj\i
+
∑
k 6=i,j
pik(h˜k)
χk\i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
independent of h˜i
+
(
pii(h˜i)
χi\j
+
∑
k 6=i,j
pik(h˜k)
χk\j
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
independent of h˜j
which concludes the proof.
Corollary 3.16. In U¯(n), the subspace of solutions of (3.22) is W (of Definition 3.5).
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.15 and Proposition 3.6.
A characterization of polynomial potentials
The polynomial potentials σ ∈ W can be characterized in different terms. The rings Diffh(n) and
AZn admit the action of Zhelobenko automorphisms qˇ1, . . . , qˇn−1 [Zh2, KO1]. Their action on the
generators xi and ∂¯i, i = 1, . . . , n, is given by equations (1.26).
Lemma 3.17. The ring Diffh,σ(n) admits the action of Zhelobenko automorphisms if and only if
σ is a polynomial, σ ∈ H.
Proof. By definition of Diffh,σ(n), the element σ ∈ U¯(n) is in W . The action of the Zhelobenko
automorphisms on W is the action of the symmetric group Sn therefore by (iii) of Lemma 3.7, it
implies that σ is in H.
In the examples discussed in Section 3.1.2, the ring Diffh(n) corresponds to σ = H1 and the
ring AZn corresponds to σ = −H2 = −
∑
i,j:i≤j h˜ih˜j, ∆iH2 = h˜i +
∑n
k=1 h˜k − 1.
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Chapter 4
Rings Diffh,σ(n)
In Chapter 3 we described the rings Diffh,σ(n) satisfying the PBW property. The associated
graded ring grDiffh,σ(n), relative to the filtration (2.21), is a Noetherian Ore domain, see [KO4].
and so is the ring grDiffh(n). It follows, see [GK], that the ring Diffh,σ(n) is a Noetherian Ore
domain. We construct an analogue of the isomorphism µ of Chapter 2 for the ring Diffh,σ(n).
In Section 4.1 we describe the analogue of the isomorphism µ (2.34), determine the center of
Diffh,σ(n) and translate, with the help of µ, the action of the symmetric group and, respectively,
the braid group to the ring Diffh,σ(n) and to a localization of the ring Wn.
In Section 4.2 we describe two families of infinite dimensional representations of Diffh,σ(n).
We then compute the central characters of the lowest weight representations.
Section 4.3 is an introduction to finite dimensional Diffh,σ(n)-modules. We show that an
irreducible Diffh,σ(n)-module has a highest weight ~λ and derive necessary and sufficient conditions
for the irreducibility. We conjecture that irreducible Diffh,Hm(n)-modules exist if only if m > n and
check it for n = 1 and n = 2. Finally, we present examples of indecomposable Diffh,σ(n)-modules.
4.1 Structure of Diffh,σ(n)
4.1.1 Quadratic central elements
In [HO1], we have described the center of the ring Diffh(n). The center of the ring Diffh,σ(n),
admits a similar description. Let Γi := ∂¯ix
i for i = 1, . . . , n, as in Lemma 2.1 and
c(t) =
n∑
i=1
e(t)
1 + h˜it
Γi − ρ(t) =
n∑
k=1
ckt
k−1 , (4.1)
where t is an auxiliary variable and ρ(t) a polynomial of degree n− 1 with coefficients in U¯(n).
Proposition 4.1. (i) Let σ ∈ W¯ and σj = ∆jσ, j = 1, . . . , n. The elements c1, . . . , cn are central
in the ring Diffh,σ(n) if and only if the polynomial ρ(t) satisfies the system of finite-difference
equations
∆jρ(t) =
e(t)
1 + h˜jt
σj . (4.2)
(ii) For an arbitrary σ ∈ W , the system (4.2) admits a solution, unique modulo an element of K[t].
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The solutions of the system (4.2) are of the form
ρ(t) =
n∑
k=1
e(t)
1 + h˜kt
pik(h˜k)
χk
+ p(t) where p(t) ∈ K[t] of degree n− 1. (4.3)
Proof. (i) To analyze the relation xjc(t)− c(t)xj = 0, we shall write the expression xjc(t)− c(t)xj
in the ordered form, in the order ∂¯xx. The element
c0(t) =
∑
i
e(t)
1 + h˜it
Γi (4.4)
is central in the homogeneous ring Diffh,0(n), see the proof of Proposition 2.3. Hence we have to
track only those ordered terms whose filtration degree is smaller than 3. As in Chapter 3, we use
the symbol u
l.d.t.
to denote these lower degree terms in an expression u. We have
(xjc(t)− c(t)xj)
l.d.t.
=
(
− e(t)
1 + h˜jt
σj − ρ(t)[−εj] + ρ(t)
)
xj .
Thus the element c(t) commutes with the generators xj, j = 1, . . . , n, if and only if the polynomial
ρ(t) satisfies the system (4.2). The use of the anti-automorphism (3.17) shows that the element
c(t) then commutes with the generators ∂¯j, j = 1, . . . , n, as well.
(ii) Let σ =
∑n
k=1Ak where Ak =
pik(h˜k)
χk
and ρk(t) =
e(t)
1+h˜kt
Ak. For any k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, ∆k(ρk(t)) =
e(t)
1+h˜kt
∆k(Ak) and for any j 6= k,
∆j(Ak) = ∆j
(
h˜kjAk
h˜kj
)
= ∆j
(
1
h˜kj
)
h˜kjAk =
Ak
h˜kj + 1
. (4.5)
According to the formula (4.5), we have
∆jρk(t) =
e(t)
(1 + h˜kt)(1 + h˜jt)
∆j
(
(1 + h˜jt)Ak
)
=
e(t)
(1 + h˜kt)(1 + h˜jt)
(
tAk + (1 + (h˜j − 1)t)∆jAk
)
=
e(t)
1 + h˜jt
∆jAk .
,
and (4.3) follows.
4.1.2 Center of Diffh,σ(n)
Let σ =
∑
k
pik(h˜k)
χk
∈ W and ρ(t) = ∑nk=1 ρk(t) with ρk(t) = e(t)1+h˜kt pik(h˜k)χk , as in Proposition 4.2.
Similarly to Section 2.2, we have the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. In Diffh,σ(n), for any j = 1, . . . , n, we have
Γj =
1
χj
(
h˜n−1j c(−h˜−1j ) + pij(h˜j)
)
=
n∑
k=1
(V −1)kj ck +
pij(h˜j)
χj
with V −1 given by (2.28) and c(t) by (4.1).
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Lemma 4.3. The ring Diff0h,σ(n) is freely generated over U¯(n) by the (commutative) elements
c1, . . . , cn defined by (4.1), i.e.
Diff0h,σ(n) = U¯(n)[c1, . . . , cn] . (4.6)
Proof. It repeats the proof of Lemma 2.5 with the use of Lemma 4.2 instead of 2.4.
Proposition 4.4. The center of the ring Diffh,σ(n) is K[c1, . . . , cn].
Proof. It repeats the proof of Proposition 2.8 with the use of Lemma 4.3 instead of 2.5.
4.1.3 Ring of fractions of Diffh,σ(n)
In Section 2.3, we have established an isomorphism between certain localizations of the ring
Diffh(n) and an extention of the Weyl algebra Wn. It turns out that when we pass to the analogous
localization of the ring Diffh,σ(n), we loose the information about the potential σ.
Similarly to Section 2.3, let Sn be the multiplicative set generated by x
j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and
h˜ij + k, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, k ∈ Z. The set Sn satisfies left and right Ore conditions. Denote by
S−1n Diffh,σ(n) the localization of the ring Diffh,σ(n) with respect to Sn. Let {a1, . . . , an} be a set of
commuting variables and T−1Wn the localization of the Weyl algebra defined in Section 1.2.1.
The following theorem is the analogue, for Diffh,σ(n), of Theorem 2.6.
Proposition 4.5. The ring S−1n Diffh,σ(n) is isomorphic to the ring K[a1, . . . , an]⊗ T−1Wn.
By Proposition 4.5, the localizations S−1n Diffh,σ(n) are isomorphic for all non-zero σ ∈ W .
Nevertheless, the rings Diffh,σ(n) are not isomorphic as filtered rings over U¯(n). Let W ′ =⊕
j 6=1Wj ⊕H′, see Definition 3.3.
Lemma 4.6. Let σ, σ′ ∈ W ′. The rings Diffh,σ(n) and Diffh,σ′(n) are isomorphic, as filtered rings
over U¯(n) (the filtration is defined by (2.21)), if and only if σ′ = γσ for some γ ∈ K∗.
Proof. Assume that ι : Diffh,σ(n) → Diffh,σ′(n) is an isomorphism of filtered rings over U¯(n). To
distinguish the generators, we denote the generators of the ring Diffh,σ′(n) by x
′i and ∂¯′i.
The εi-weight subspace Ei of the ring Diffh,σ(n) consists of elements of the form θx
i where θ
is a polynomial in the elements Γj, j = 1, . . . , n, with coefficients in U¯(n). Since the space of the
elements of Ei with filtration degree ≤ 1 is U¯(n)xi, we must have
ι : xi 7→ µix′i , ∂¯i 7→ ∂¯′iνi (4.7)
with some invertible elements µi, νi ∈ U¯(n), i = 1, . . . , n. Let γi := µiνi, i = 1, . . . , n. The defining
relation (3.14) and the corresponding relation for the ring Diffh,σ′(n) shows that the formulas (4.7)
may define an isomorphism only if
γi = γj[εj] , i, j = 1, . . . , n , (4.8)
and
γiσ
′
i = σi , i = 1, . . . , n . (4.9)
The condition (4.8) implies that γi = γ for some γ ∈ K. The condition (4.9) then becomes γσ′i = σi
and the assertion follows.
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4.1.4 Actions of braid and symmetric groups
We use the isomorphism µ to translate the action of the symmetric group from the Weyl algebra
Wn to the ring Diffh,σ(n) and the action of the braid group from Diffh(n) to T
−1Wn.
Action of the symmetric group on Diffh,σ(n). The symmetric group Sn acts by automorphisms
on the algebra Wn, pi(X
j) = Xpi(j), pi(Dj) = Dpi(j) for pi ∈ Sn. The isomorphism µ translates this
action to the action of Sn on the ring S−1n Diffh,σ(n). It turns out that the subring Diffh,σ(n) is
preserved by this action. We present the formulas for the action of the generators si, i = 1, . . . , n−1
of Sn.
si(x
i) = −xi+1h˜i,i+1 , si(xi+1) = xi 1
h˜i,i+1
, si(x
j) = xj for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(∂¯i) = − 1
h˜i,i+1
∂¯i+1 , si(∂¯i+1) = h˜i,i+1∂¯i , si(∂¯j) = ∂¯j for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(h˜j) = h˜si(j) .
(4.10)
One can also check by direct calculations that the automorphisms si, i = 1, . . . , n − 1 satisfy the
Artin relations.
The operators s′i := si, i = 1, . . . , n − 1 where  is the anti-automorphism (3.17), generate
the action of the symmetric group Sn by automorphisms as well. The action of the automorphism
s′i, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, involves only the element h˜i,i+1 (as the action of the automorphism si) and is
given by
s′i(x
i,α) = − 1
h˜i,i+1
xi+1,α , s′i(x
i+1,α) = h˜i,i+1x
i,α , s′i(x
j,α) = xj,α for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
s′i(∂¯i,α) = −∂¯i+1,αh˜i,i+1 , s′i(∂¯i+1,α) = ∂¯i,α
1
h˜i,i+1
, s′i(∂¯j,α) = ∂¯j,α for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(h˜j) = h˜si(j) .
(4.11)
Action of the braid group on T−1Wn. The isomorphism µ can also be used to translate
the action (1.26) of the braid group by Zhelobenko operators to the action of the braid group
by automorphisms on the ring K[a1, . . . , an]⊗ T−1Wn. It turns out that this action preserves the
subring T−1Wn. Moreover, let T0 be the multiplicative subset of T, generated by XjDj−XkDk+`,
1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, ` ∈ Z. Then the action of the operators qˇi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, preserves the subring
T−10 Wn. We present the formulas for the action of the operators qˇi, i = 1, . . . , n− 1:
qˇi(X
i) =
1
Hi,i+1X
i+1 , qˇi(X
i+1) = X iHi,i+1 , qˇi(Xj) = Xj for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
qˇi(Di) = Di+1Hi,i+1 , qˇi(Di+1) =
1
Hi,i+1Di , qˇi(Dj) = Dj for j 6= i, i+ 1 .
4.2 Infinite dimensional representations
4.2.1 Lowest weight representations
The ring Diffh,σ(n) has an n-parametric family of lowest weight representations, introduced in
[HO1, HO2]. LetDn be the U¯(n)-subring of Diffh,σ(n) generated by {∂¯i}ni=1. Let ~λ := {λ1, . . . , λn} ∈
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Kn be such that λi − λj /∈ Z for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j. Denote by M~λ the one-dimensional
K-vector space with the basis vector v. The formulas
h˜i.v = λiv , ∂¯i.v = 0 , i = 1, . . . , n , (4.12)
define the Dn-module structure on M~λ. The lowest weight representation of lowest weight
~λ is the
induced representation Ind
Diffh,σ(n)
Dn
M~λ. We describe the values of the central polynomial c(t), see
(4.1), on the lowest weight representations.
Proposition 4.7. The element c(t) acts on Ind
Diffh,σ(n)
Dn
M~λ by multiplication by the scalar
ρ(t)[−ε] , where ε = ε1 + · · ·+ εn . (4.13)
Proof. In this proof, we use the following notation. For any element A in U¯(n)[c1, . . . , cn], we
denote A[−εi] := xiA(xi)−1, i = 1, . . . , n. For any element B in µ−1
(
U¯(n)[c1, . . . , cn]
)
, we denote
B[−εi] := X iB(X i)−1, i = 1, . . . , n. For any i = 1, . . . , n, we define Γ¯i = xi∂¯iQ−i with Q−i given by
(2.10). From (4.1), for any i, k = 1, . . . , n there exist fi(t), f¯i(t), ρ¯(t) ∈ U¯(n)[t], such that
c(t) =
∑
i
fi(t)Γi − ρ(t) =
∑
i
f¯i(t)Γ¯i − ρ¯(t) , k = 1, . . . , n . (4.14)
Using the formulas (2.34) and (2.35), we get
Γi = µ ◦ µ−1
(
∂¯ix
i
)
=
µ(Υi)
χi
, i = 1, . . . , n (4.15)
and for any i = 1, . . . , n, we have
Γ¯i = µ ◦ µ−1
(
xi∂¯iQ
−
i
)
= µ
(
X i
Υi
ΨiΨ′i
(X i)−1
)
Q−i = µ
(
Υi[−εi]
Ψi[−εi]Ψ′i[−εi]
)
Q−i
= µ(Υi[−εi]) Q
−
i
χi[−εi] =
µ(Υi[−εi])
χi
.
So
Γ¯i =
µ(Υi)[−εi]
χi
, i = 1, . . . , n . (4.16)
For any i = 1, . . . , n, the element Υi, defined in Section 2.3, verifies Υi[−εi] = Υi[−ε]. Also
χi[−ε] = χi, i = 1, . . . , n. The equations (4.15) and (4.16), then imply
Γ¯i = Γi[−ε] , i = 1, . . . , n .
Using equation (4.14) and that x1 . . . xnc(t) = c(t)x1 . . . xn, we have
c(t) =
∑
i
fi(t)Γi − ρ(t) =
∑
i
f¯i(t)[ε]Γi − ρ¯(t)[ε] .
Since the Γi’s are linearly independent in Diffh,σ(n), we get
ρ¯(t) = ρ(t)[−ε] and f¯i(t) = fi(t)[−ε] , i = 1, . . . , n .
By definition of the highest weight vector v, we have Γ¯iv = 0, i = 1, . . . , n and so
c(t)v =
(∑
i
f¯i(t)Γ¯i − ρ¯(t)
)
v = −ρ¯(t)v = −ρ(t)|h˜i 7→λi−1v . 
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Remark 4.8. Similarly to (4.12), we define highest weight representations W~λ := Ind
Diffh,σ(n)
Xn
M ′~λ,
induced from the one-dimensional representation M ′~λ :
h˜i.v = λiv , x
i.v = 0 , i = 1, . . . , n , (4.17)
of the U¯(n)-subring Xn of Diffh,σ(n), generated by {xi}ni=1.
4.2.2 Another family of infinite dimensional representations
The isomorphism (2.35) allows to construct another 2n-parametric family of Diffh(n)-modules. Let
~γ := {γ1, . . . , γn} ∈ Kn be such that γi − γj /∈ Z if for all i, j = 1, . . . , n, i 6= j. Let V~γ be the
K-vector space with the basis
v~j := (X
1)j1+γ1(X2)j2+γ2 . . . (Xn)jn+γn , where ~j := {j1, . . . , jn} , j1, . . . , jn ∈ Z .
Under the conditions on ~γ, V~γ is a T
−1Wn-module. Define the action of ak on the space V~γ by
ak : v~j 7→ Akv~j with an arbitrary ~A := {A1, . . . , An} ∈ Kn. Then V~γ becomes an K[a1, . . . , an] ⊗
T−1Wn-module and therefore Diffh(n)-module which we denote by V~γ, ~A. The central operator ck
acts on V~γ, ~A by multiplication by the scalar Ak.
4.3 Finite dimensional Diffh,σ(n)-modules
Definition 4.9. We call an element v 6= 0 of a Diffh,σ(n)-module a lowest weight vector of weight
~λ = (λ1, . . . , λn) if it satisfies (4.17).
4.3.1 Irreducible modules
Since K is algebraically closed, any finite dimensional Diffh,σ(n)-module M over K contains a
common eigenvector for all h˜i, i = 1, . . . , n. Acting on it by the raising operators x
i, h˜ix
i =
xi(h˜i + 1), we shall eventually construct a highest weight vector of some weight ~λ = (λ1, . . . , λn)
with λi 6= λj for i 6= j since h˜ij + a, a ∈ Z, are invertible. Clearly Dnv is a submodule in M
and the action of h on it is semisimple. If M is irreducible then the subspace of highest weight
vectors is one-dimensional. We conclude that an irreducible module M is a quotient of some W~λ,
see Remark 4.8, by its maximal non-trivial submodule. We call this quotient L~λ.
In Section 4.3.1 the symbol M stands for a quotient of W~λ and v ∈ M is the image of the
generating highest weight vector of W~λ. We associate toM the sequence dM = (d1, . . . , dn) where
di is the smallest integer such that ∂¯
di+1
i v = 0 and ∂¯
di
i v 6= 0.
Proposition 4.10. The following conditions are equivalent :
(i) for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ki ∈ {1, . . . , di},
xi ∂¯kii v = aiki ∂¯
ki−1
i v with aiki ∈ K?; (4.18)
(ii) M is irreducible.
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Proof. (ii) ⇒ (i). The relations (2.15) and (3.14) imply that xj ∂¯kii v = 0, j 6= i, and xi ∂¯kii v =
aiki ∂¯
ki−1
i v. If aiki = 0 then ∂¯
ki
i v is another highest weight vector of M and (4.18) follows.
(i) ⇒ (ii). If M is reducible, it contains another highest weight vector w of the form
w = ∂¯knn . . . ∂¯
k1
1 v , (0, . . . , 0) 6= (k1, . . . , kn) ∈ Zn≥0 .
By induction, (4.18) implies that (xi)ki ∂¯kii v = bikiv with biki 6= 0. Then the relations (2.15) imply
that (xn)kn . . . (x1)k1 .w = cv, c 6= 0, so w cannot be a highest weight vector.
Corollary 4.11. The module L~λ admits a basis
∂¯knn . . . ∂¯
k1
1 v , 0 ≤ ki ≤ di , where dL~λ = (d1, . . . , dn) .
We express the irreducibility condition in terms of the highest weight ~λ.
Lemma 4.12. We have
xi∂¯mi v = −∂¯m−1i
(
m−1∑
k=0
σi[−kεi]
)
v , i ∈ {1, . . . , n} , m > 1 . (4.19)
Proof. We prove it by induction on m. For m = 0, it is xi |〉 = 0. For any m ≥ 0, the relations
(3.14) imply that xi∂¯m+1i v =
(
∂¯ix
i − σi
)
∂¯mi v. By the induction hypothesis,
xi∂¯m+1i v = −∂¯mi
(
m−1∑
k=0
σi[−kεi]
)
v − ∂¯mi σi[−mεi]v = −(∂¯i)m
(
m∑
k=0
σi[−kεi]
)
v . 
For brevity, we write f |~λ := f(λ1, . . . , λn) for f ∈ U¯(n).
Theorem 4.13. The module M is irreducible if and only if for any i = 1, . . . , n
(σ − σ[−(di + 1)εi]) |~λ = 0 and (σ − σ[−kiεi]) |~λ 6= 0 , 1 ≤ ki ≤ di . (4.20)
Proof. This follows from Proposition (4.10) and Lemma (4.12) since
m−1∑
k=0
σi[−kεi] =
m−1∑
k=0
(σ[−kεi]− σ[−(k + 1)εi]) = σ − σ[−mεi] . 
Examples. 1. σ = H1, see (3.24). The algebra Diffh,H1(n) = Diffh(n) has no finite-dimensional
modules since for any (d1, . . . , dn) ∈ Zn≥0 and any ~λ,
(H1 −H1[−(di + 1)εi]) |~λ = (di + 1) 6= 0 , i = 1, . . . , n .
2. σ = H2. The algebra Diffh,H2(n) has no finite-dimensional modules if n ≥ 2. Indeed, for any
(d1, . . . , dn) ∈ Zn≥0 and any ~λ the first condition in (4.20) is equivalent to∑
k≤l
λkλl =
∑
k≤l
(λk − (di + 1)δik)(λl − (di + 1)δil) ⇐⇒
n∑
l=1
λl = di + 1− λi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n .
If n ≥ 2 then for any i 6= j, we have λi−λj = di−dj ∈ Z which is forbidden. However, the algebra
Diffh,H2(1) is isomorphic to U(sl2) and therefore admits finite-dimensional modules.
Conjecture 4.14. Diffh,Hm(n) has finite dimensional modules if and only if m > n.
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4.3.2 Indecomposable Diffh,σ(n)-modules
In this section, K = C. We give three examples of indecomposable Diffh,σ(n)-modules.
Non-diagonalizable action of U(n). Set x1 7→ 0, x2 7→ 0, ∂¯1 7→ 0, ∂¯2 7→ 0 and
h˜1 7→ 1
2
(
1− i 1
0 1− i
)
and h˜2 7→ 1
2
(
1 + i 1
0 1 + i
)
. (4.21)
This defines an indecomposable two dimensional Diffh,H4(2)-module since
σ1 = H4(h˜1, h˜2)−H4(h˜1 − 1, h˜2) 7→ 0 and σ2 = H4(h˜1, h˜2)−H4(h˜1, h˜2 − 1) 7→ 0 .
Diagonalizable action of U(n). Set x2 7→ 0, ∂¯1 7→ 0, ∂¯2 7→ 0 and
x1 7→
(
0 0
1 0
)
, h˜1 7→
(
0 0
0 1
)
and h˜2 7→ ω
(
1 0
0 1
)
(4.22)
with ω = e
ipi
3 . This defines an indecomposable two dimensional Diffh,H6(2)-module since
σ1 = H6(h˜1, h˜2)−H6(h˜1 − 1, h˜2) 7→ 0 and σ2 = H6(h˜1, h˜2)−H6(h˜1, h˜2 − 1) 7→ 0 .
Non polynomial σ. Let ~λ = {λ1, . . . , λn} ∈ Cn be such that λk − λl /∈ Z if k 6= l. Define
polynomials A1(X) =
∏p−1
s=0(X − λ1 + s) and Aj(X) = (X − λj)(X − λj + 1), j > 1. Set ∂¯i 7→ 0,
i = 1, . . . , n, xj 7→ 0, h˜j 7→ λj1, j = 2, . . . , n, and
h˜i 7→

λ1
λ1 − 1
. . .
λ1 − p+ 1
 and xi 7→

0 1
. . . . . .
. . . 1
0
 , (4.23)
so h˜ix
i − xi(h˜i + 1) 7→ 0. This defines an indecomposable p-dimensional Diffh,σ(2)-module with
with σ =
∑n
l=1
Al(h˜l)
χl
since Ak(h˜k), Ak(h˜k − 1) 7→ 0, k = 1, . . . , n, so
σj =
n∑
l=1
(
Al(h˜l)
χl
− Al(h˜l − δlj)
χl[−εj]
)
7→ 0 , j = 1, . . . , n .
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Chapter 5
Rings Diffh(n,N)
In this chapter we generalize the results of Chapter 3 to several copies of the h-deformed coordi-
nate rings. In Section 5.1 we prove that for the ring which is built on the h-deformed coordinate
rings V (n,N) and V ?(n,N ′) with NN ′ > 1, the PBW property imposes severe restrictions on the
constant terms in the equation (1.34). Essentially only one possibility is left: the ring Diffh(n,N)
consisting of N copies of the ring Diffh(n). In Section 5.2 we define a K-subring of Diffh(n,N)
which is a homomorphic image of U(glN). With the help of this subring, we describe the subspace
of quadratic central elements of Diffh(n,N). In contrast to the ring Diffh(n), it is one-dimensional
for N > 1. In Section 5.3 we present an action of the symmetric group Sn on the ring Diffh(n,N)
and on the diagonal reduction algebra D(gln), generalizing the formulas for Diffh(n).
5.1 Several copies
Let L be the ring with the generators xiα, i = 1, . . . , n, α = 1, . . . , N ′, and ∂¯jβ, j = 1, . . . , n,
β = 1, . . . , N subject to the following defining relations. The h(n)-weights of the generators are
given by (3.2) and (3.5). The generators xiα satisfy the relations (3.3). The generators ∂¯jβ satisfy
the relations (3.6). We impose the general oscillator-like cross-commutation relations, compatible
with the h(n)-weights, between the generators xiα and ∂¯jβ:
xiα∂¯jβ =
∑
k,l
∂¯kβRˆ
ki
ljx
lα − δijσiαβ , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n , 1 ≤ α ≤ N ′ , 1 ≤ β ≤ N , σiαβ ∈ U¯(n) . (5.1)
5.1.1 PBW property
Lemma 5.1. Assume that at least one of the numbers N and N ′ is bigger than 1. Then the ring
Diffh(Σ) has the PBW is and only if
σiαβ = σ
α
β for some σ
α
β ∈ K . (5.2)
Proof. Assume that, say, N > 1. Repeating the calculations (3.18) and (3.19) for one copy in
Section 3.2, we find, for i, j, k = 1, . . . , n,
(
xiα∂¯jβ
)
∂¯kγ
l.d.t.
=
(∑
u,v
Rˆ
ui
vj[εu]∂¯uβx
vα − δijσiαβ
)
∂¯kγ
l.d.t.
= −
∑
u
Rˆ
ui
kj[εu]∂¯uβσkαγ − δijσiαβ∂¯kγ .
(5.3)
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xiα
(
∂¯jβ∂¯kγ
)
l.d.t.
= xiα
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kj ∂¯bγ ∂¯aβ
l.d.t.
=
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kj[−εi]
(∑
c,d
Rˆ
ci
db[εc]∂¯cγx
dα − δibσiαγ
)
∂¯aβ
l.d.t.
= −
∑
a,b,c
Rˆ
ab
kj[−εi]Rˆ
ci
ab[εc]∂¯cγσaαβ −
∑
a
Rˆ
ai
kj[−εi]σiαγ ∂¯aβ .
(5.4)
Take β 6= γ. Equating the coefficients in ∂¯uβ, u = 1, . . . , n, in (5.3) and (5.4), we find
Rˆ
ui
kj[εu]σkαγ[εu] = Rˆ
ui
kj[−εi]σiαγ , i, k, j, u = 1, . . . , n . (5.5)
Equating the coefficients in ∂¯uγ, u = 1, . . . , n, in (5.3) and (5.4), we find
δijδ
u
kσiαβ =
∑
a,b
Rˆ
ab
kj[−εi]Rˆ
ui
ab[εu]σaαβ[εu] , i, k, j, u = 1, . . . , n . (5.6)
Shifting by −εu and using the property (2.5), we rewrite the equality (5.5) in the form
Rˆ
ui
kj (σkαγ − σiαγ[−εu]) = 0 . (5.7)
Setting u = k and j = i (with arbitrary i, k = 1, . . . , n) in (5.7), we obtain σkαγ = σiαγ[−εk] which
implies the assertion (5.2).
A direct calculation, with the help of the properties (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) of the operator Rˆ,
shows that the condition (5.2) implies the equalities (5.5) and (5.6) as well as all the remaining
conditions for the flatness of the deformation.  Making the redefinitions of the generators,
xiα  Aαα′xiα
′
and ∂¯iβ  Bβ
′
β ∂¯iβ′ with some A ∈ GL(N ′,K) and B ∈ GL(N,K) we can transform
the matrix σαβ to the diagonal form, with the diagonal (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0). Therefore, the ring L is
formed by several copies of the rings Diffh(n), V(n) and V
∗(n). The ring with σαβ = δαβ is formed
by several copies of the ring Diffh(n) only. It plays an important role in the theory of diagonal
reduction algebras [KO5, KO6]. We denote this ring by Diffh(n,N).
5.2 Ring Diffh(n,N)
In components, the defining relations (3.3), (3.6) and (5.1) for the ring Diffh(n,N) read
xi,αxj,β =
1
h˜ij
xi,βxj,α +
h˜2ij − 1
h˜2ij
xj,βxi,α , xj,αxi,β = − 1
h˜ij
xj,βxi,α + xi,βxj,α , (5.8)
∂¯i,α∂¯j,β = − 1
h˜ij
∂¯i,β∂¯j,α +
h˜2ij − 1
h˜2ij
∂¯j,β∂¯i,α , ∂¯j,α∂¯i,β =
1
h˜ij
∂¯j,β∂¯i,α + ∂¯i,β∂¯j,α , (5.9)
xi,α∂¯j,β = ∂¯j,βx
i,α , xj,α∂¯i,β =
h˜ij(h˜ij + 2)
(h˜ij + 1)2
∂¯i,βx
j,α (5.10)
for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and
xi,α∂¯i,β =
n∑
k=1
1
1 + h˜ki
∂¯k,βx
k,α − δαβ , 1 ≤ i ≤ n , α, β = 1, . . . , N (5.11)
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5.2.1 Quadratic central elements
Propositions 2.3 and 2.8 tell us that, in Diffh(n), there is n quadratic elements generating the
center. For N > 1, we prove that there is only one quadratic central element in Diffh(n,N).
Let
Aαβ =
∑
i
∂¯iβx
iα , α, β = 1, . . . , N .
Proposition 5.2. In Diffh(n,N), we have the relations
[Aβα, h˜i] = 0 , [A
β
α, x
iγ] = δγα x
iβ and [Aβα, ∂¯iγ] = −δβγ ∂¯iα , 1 ≤ i ≤ n , 1 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ N . (5.12)
Proof. A direct calculation.
It follows that [Aαβ , A
γ
ρ ] = δ
α
ρA
γ
β−δγβAαρ , so the elements Aαβ , generate a K-subring of Diffh(n,N)
which is a homomorphic image of the enveloping algebra U(glN).
We define the elements
M ij =
N∑
β=1
∂¯jβx
iβ , i, j = 1, . . . , n . (5.13)
Lemma 5.3. For any i 6= j in {1, . . . , n} and α ∈ {1, . . . , N}, we have
[M jj , x
iα] =
N∑
β=1
∂¯jβx
jαxiβ
1
h˜ji
and [M ii , x
iα] = −
N∑
β=1
∑
j 6=i
∂¯jβx
jαxiβ
1
h˜ji
+ xiα .
Proof. It is done by direct calculations using the relations (5.8)-(5.11).
Proposition 5.4. Any quadratic central element of Diffh(n,N), N > 1, is proportional to∑
Aαα −H1.
Proof. If an element of the form
∑
∂¯jαx
iβf jαiβ + g, f
jα
iβ , g ∈ U¯(n), is central then by the weight
considerations and Proposition 5.2, it is of the form
C =
∑
i=1
M ii fi + g , fi, g ∈ U¯(n) .
Lemma 5.3 implies
[C, xiα] =
∑
β
∑
j
∂¯jβ
(
xjαxiβ
fj − fi
h˜ji
+ xjβ (∆ifj)x
iα
)
+ (∆ig + fi[−εi])xiα . (5.14)
For N > 1, the right hand side is zero iff all fi are equal, fi = f , ∆if = 0 and ∆ig = −f . This
concludes the proof.
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5.3 Action of symmetric group
Action of Sn on Diffh(n,N). The symmetric group Sn acts on Diffh(n), see (4.10). We do not
know an analogue of the isomorphism µ, see (2.34), for the ring Diffh(n,N). However, straight-
forward analogues of the formulas (4.10) provide an action of Sn by automorphisms on the ring
Diffh(n,N).
Proposition 5.5. The maps si, i = 1, . . . , n− 1, defined on the generators of Diffh(n,N) by
si(x
iα) = −xi+1,αh˜i,i+1 , si(xi+1,α) = xiα 1
h˜i,i+1
, si(x
jα) = xjα for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(∂¯iα) = − 1
h˜i,i+1
∂¯i+1,α , si(∂¯i+1,α) = h˜i,i+1∂¯iα , si(∂¯jα) = ∂¯jα for j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(h˜j) = h˜si(j) ,
(5.15)
extend to automorphisms of the ring Diffh(n,N). Moreover, these automorphisms satisfy the Artin
relations and therefore give the action of the symmetric group Sn by automorphisms.
Proof. After the formulas (5.15) are written down, the verification is a direct calculation.
Action of Sn on L(n,N) and D(gln). The diagonal reduction algebra D(gln) is generated by the
elements Lji , i, j = 1, . . . , n. The defining relations of D(gln) are given by the reflection equation,
see [KO5]
Rˆ12 L1 Rˆ12 L1−L1 Rˆ12 L1 Rˆ12 = Rˆ12 L1−L1 Rˆ12 ,
where L = {Lji}ni,j=1 is the matrix of generators (we refer to [C, Sk, RS, KS, IO, IOP, IMO1, IMO2]
for various aspects and applications of the reflection equation).
For each N there is a homomorphism ([KO5], Section 4.1)
τN : D(gln)→ Diffh(n,N) defined by τN(Lji ) =
∑
α
xj,α∂¯i,α .
Moreover τN is an embedding for N ≥ n.
The formulas (5.15) show that the image of τN is preserved by the automorphisms si.
The element si(τN(L
j
k)) can be written by the same formula for all N . Since τN is injective
for N ≥ n we conclude that the formulas (5.15) induce the action of the symmetric group Sn
on the diagonal reduction algebra D(gln) by automorphisms. The action on the generators Lkj ,
j, k = 1, . . . , n is given by
si(L
i
j) = −Li+1j h˜i,i+1 , si(Li+1j ) = Lij
1
h˜i,i+1
, j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(L
j
i ) = −
1
h˜i,i+1
Lji+1 , si(L
j
i+1) = h˜i,i+1 L
i
j , j 6= i, i+ 1 ,
si(L
i
i) = L
i+1
i+1 , si(L
i
i+1) = −Li+1i (h˜i,i+1 − 1)2 ,
si(L
i+1
i ) = −Lii+1
1
(h˜i,i+1 + 1)2
, si(L
i+1
i+1) = L
i
i ,
si(L
k
j ) = L
k
j , k 6= i, i+ 1 and j 6= i, i+ 1 .
(5.16)
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Abstract
The ring Diffh(n) of h-deformed differential operators appears in the theory of reduction alge-
bras. In this thesis, we construct the rings of generalized differential operators on the h-deformed
vector spaces of gl-type. In contrast to the q-deformed vector spaces for which the ring of differen-
tial operators is unique up to an isomorphism, the general ring of h-deformed differential operators
Diffh,σ(n) is labeled by a rational function σ in n variables, satisfying an over-determined system
of finite-difference equations. We obtain the general solution of the system. We show that the
center of Diffh,σ(n) is a ring of polynomials in n variables. We construct an isomorphism between
certain localizations of Diffh,σ(n) and the Weyl algebra Wn extended by n indeterminates. We
present some conditions for the irreducibility of the finite dimensional Diffh,σ(n)-modules. Finally,
we discuss difficulties for finding analogous constructions for the ring Diffh(n,N) formed by several
copies of Diffh(n).
Key words: differential operators, Yang-Baxter equation, reduction algebras, universal enveloping
algebra, representation theory, Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt property, rings of fractions.
Re´sume´
L’anneau Diffh(n) des ope´rateurs diffe´rentiels h-deforme´s apparaˆıt dans la the´orie des alge`bres
de re´duction. Dans cette the`se, nous construisons les anneaux des ope´rateurs diffe´rentiels ge´ne´ralise´s
sur les espaces vectoriels h-deforme´s de type gl. Contrairement aux espaces vectoriels q-deforme´s
pour lesquel l’anneau des ope´rateurs diffe´rentiels est unique a` isomorphisme pre`s, l’anneau ge´ne´ralise´
des ope´rateurs diffe´rentiels h-deforme´s Diffh,σ(n) est indexe´ par une fonction rationnelle σ en n
variables, solution d’un syste`me de´ge´ne´re´ d’e´quations aux diffe´rences finies. Nous obtenons la
solution ge´ne´rale de ce syste`me. Nous montrons que le centre de Diffh,σ(n) est un anneau des
polynoˆmes en n variables. Nous construisons un isomorphisme entre des localisations de l’anneau
Diffh,σ(n) et de l’alge`bre de Weyl Wn e´tendue par n inde´termine´s. Nous pre´sentons des conditions
d’irre´ductibilite´ des modules de dimension fini de Diffh,σ(n). Finalement, nous discutons des dif-
ficulte´s a` trouver les constructions analogues pour l’anneau Diffh(n,N) correspondant a` N copies
de Diffh(n).
Key words: ope´rateurs diffe´rentiels, e´quation de Yang-Baxter, alge`bres de re´duction, alge`bre
enveloppante universelle, the´orie des repre´sentations, proprie´te´ de Poincare´–Birkhoff–Witt, corps
des fractions.
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